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Regents vote to raise tuition rates for fall 
JIM HARDMAN 
President of SCSBP 
By MYRON CARDEN 
Associate Editor 
PENSACOLA-Despite 
objections from faculty and 
student leaders, the Board of 
Regents (BOR) Monday 
approved a proposal which 
would lower fees during the 
summer quarter .beginning in 
1977, but increase them during 
the other three quart~rs. 
Under the proposal, fees 
would increase from the present 
$14 (lower division), '$15 (upper 
division), $20 (graduate courses) 
and $22 (theses and 
dissertations) to $1S, $16.50, 
$22, and ·$24 during fall, winter 
and spring quarters. . 
During the summer session, 
rates would drop to $9 for lower 
level courses, and $10.50 for , 
upper level classes while 
graduate fees would remain 
constant at $22 and $24. 
The board also agreed to · 
increase tuition for out of state 
students. The $3 hike at the 
upper and graduate levels would 
go into a fund for out of state 
fee waivers totaling $600,000. 
Non-Florida residents pay the 
tuition fee as part of their 
overall fees. The tuition fee is 
not paid by Florida residents. 
The proposals must be 
approved by both the cabinet 
setting as the Board of 
Education and the Florida 
Legislature before going into 
effect this fall. 
Various leaders from 
t h r o u g h o u t the Florid.a 
educationai system voiced 
opposition to the fee increase 
during the meeting at the 
University of West Florida in 
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In tenure. dispute 
V a:ri TwyVer m~y initiate 
-formal grievance proceedings 




In response to the recent 
elimination of pre-regjstration 
Student Government is 
sponsoring an extensive opinion 
poll to gauge student reaction. 
Student Body Vice-President, 
Rich Walsh said the results of 
the poll should be compiled and 
tabulated by the beginning of 
. next quarter. He added, "We've 
already gotten between 1,500 
and 2,000 responses." 
Together with Student Body 
Presiden Gary Andersen, Walsh 
has addressed various classes in 
an attempt to get students to 
participate in the poll. Several 
student senators have joined in 
the drive as well. 
In one particular class, Walsh· 
noted, all but one person 
opposed · the elimination or' 
pre-registration. The remaining 
student gave no opinion. 
Walsh said, "If students aren't 
going to go for it and the 
administration ignores this, we 
(Student Government) will take 
it before the Board of Regents." 
By KERf:lY FAUNCE 
Staff Writer 
"The watch is wound and it's 
running its course and there 's no 
way I can win," explained Dr. 
Henry Van Twyver, subject of a 
recent tenure dispute. "The only 
people who can win are the 
un tenured faculty and the 
students by perserviHg academic 
freedom." 
Van Twyver was denied 
recommendation for tenure Feb. 
20 by President Charles N. 
MilJican, over the protests of 
m o r e t h a n 2 , 0 0 0 s tu d e.n t 
p e ti ti o n er s ch a 11 en gin g a 
criterion used in his evaluation. 
While Van Twyver is not 
optimistic about overturning 
Millican's ruling, he plans to 
initiate formal grievance 
proceedings. If the grievance 
procedure will not alter the 
decision, Van Twyver .said he 
will consider filing a lawsuit. 
"I can't find any reasons for 
them to fire me." Van Twyver 
said he was rated satisfactorily _in 
the five criteria for tenure 
no m 1 nation established by the 
Board of Regents (BOR). 
Dr. Randy Fisher, associate 
professor or psychology, said in 
a separate interview, "The crux · 
(of the denial) is interpersonal," 
"I think most everyone knows 
this." 
Editoria~ page 6 
But he added, "I think 
procedurally it's inappropriate 
to deny someone tenure without 
telling them why." 
Van Twyver speculated the 
denial might be based on his 
conduct. "I am controversial and 
outspoken," he explained. The 
associate professor of 
psychology said he challenged 
department Chairman David 
Abbott's decision to deny him 
laboratory space a year ago and 
had fought for Dr. Philip Tell 
when he was denied tenure. Tell 
is an associate professor of 
psychology and United Faculty 
of Florida ( UFF) grievance 
chairman. 
Campus Construction 
Equipment and Supplies 
-~--
Three Types of 
Financial Aid 
The Lower Division ($14) Credit Hour 
Where the fee dollar goes 
By HOLLY CRISWELL 
Staff Writer 
Student fee money is divided 
between seven distinct areas for 
all nine state universities as 
determined by the Board of 
Regents. 
The distribution of the 
money is based on quarter hour 
payment and is the same for 
lower, upper and graduate 
divjsion courses with the 
exception of the amount 
allocated for matriculation. 
- Continued on page 16 
Pensacola. 
Jim Hardman, Florida 
Atlantic student body president 
and chairman ' of the State 
Council of Student Body 
Presidents, complained to the 
Board that "middle and lower 
income students are being priced 
out of an education." 
"We've lost perspective of the 
concept of public education," he 
added. "At what point does 
public education cease to be 
public?" 
United Faculty of Florida 
executive committee member 
Dallas Blanchard called the fee 
increase "a pregressive tax on 
students." He said, "A full 
education should be given to 
every student who needs it and 
desires it." 
Dr. J. Stanley Marshall, 
president of Florida State 
University, commented, "The 
cost of graduate tuition will be 
more widely quoted than will 
the waivers." 
Marshall told the regents the 
tuition increase "represents a 
serious step for Florida and may 
present serious national 
implications." 
Marshall is a member of the 
Council of Presidents which 
recommended a similar proposal, 
but without the $3 tuition hike 
for out of state residents. 
The hike for graduate 
students was added to the 
council's recommendation by 
Regent Marshall Harris at a 
Sunday Finance Committee 
meeting following requests from 
University of Florida President 
.Robert Q. Marston and SUS 
Chancellor E. T~ York Jr. 
Continued on page 16 
Ernst M. Golds-tein: 
Outstanding prof' · dies, 
had distinguished career 
Dr. Ernst M. Goldstein, a mechanical engineering professor at FTU 
since 1969 and twice named "Outstanding Professor" within the 
college, died last Thursday. 
Born in Berlin, Germany, he earned his master's degree and 
doctorate at the Technical University there. He later worked in 
Turkey and Nationalist China before joining the Materials Engineering 
Depart:rpent of Martin Marietta in 'Orlando, where he was eventually 
promoted to acting manager ·of the newly-formed Materials Research 
Department. 
Dr. Goldstein once said he left his position at Martin to join FTU's 
engineering staff because, "I thought that sharing my industrial 
experience could be useful to the y"ounger generation." 
Dr. Goldstein collected numerous honors during his Lifetime. He 
received national recognition in the 1974-75 edition of "Outstanding 
Educators of America," and was the recipient of the Presidential 
Award of the American Society for Metals in 1970, as "the engineer 
who has done most to improve the quality of life. 
He was chairman of the Educational Committee of the Central 
Florida Chapter of the American Society for Metals, and a member of 
the New York Academy of Sciences and the Smithsonian Institute. 
Colleagues and students who knew him well recall his dedication to 
his work, enthusiastic support of the metric system as a common 
language among nations and his high regard for young people and 
their future role in developing peace through scientific education and 
technology. 
Although a strict disciplinarian in the classroom, he touched the 
hearts of many persons and earned the respect of administrators, 
colleagues and students alike. 
Plans are taking shape to establish a scholarship fund in his 
memory, in the name of the FTU Foundation. Funds have already 
been contributed and a bill was expected to be proposed before the 
Student Senate yesterday, eliciting a substantial donation. A student 
committee from the College of Engineering will establish the criteria 
for the award. 
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Law suit fails to delay 
collective bargaining elections 
HERMARTS AUTO PARTS By KERRY FAUNCE 
Staff Writer 
A law suit filed Feb. 17 by 
the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) 
failed to delay - collective 
bargaining elections held 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The suit, filed by the national 
office of the AAUP, marked an 
attempt to have its name 
removed from the ballot. The 
suit was dismissed Feb. 24 by 
Circuit Court Judge Victor 
Cawthon. 
According to Dr. Richard 
Adicks, FTU AAUP president, 
the national AAVP opposed the 
merger of AAUP-Florida with 
the National Education 
Association (NEA). 
Adicks said a recent 
Doohie Bros. 
price too high 
for VC fund 
By MARK HESS 
Staff Writer 
The Student Senate last week 
allocated $1,500 to the Student 
Productions Account to bring 
the .Debbie Brothers to FTU for 
a spring concert. It was learned 
this week however, attempts to 
contract the group have been 
canceled because of the $25,000 
price tag for the rock group. 
The student productions 
account currently stands at 
about $8,500, but the additional 
activity and service fee funds 
would still fall for short of the 
Doobie Brothers' asking price. 
A~other problem with 
con tr acting the band was in 
obtaining a facility for the band 
in which to perform. The 
Doob je Brothers reportedly 
would not stage a concert 
outside unless a bandshell, or 
som e other additional canopy 
for protecting their extensive 
light show, was provided. Also, 
the production account is not 
financially healthy enough to 
rent an auditorium for an indoor 
concert. 
Vicki Roussman, program 
director for the Village Center, 
said there is a possibility of still 
bringing a good band to FTU 
with the $10,000 now in the 
production account. She added 
the Village Center is studying 
the possibility of getting 
comedian Gabe Kaplan of 
"Welcome Back Kotter" fame, 
to co-headline the concert. · 
- - -:' LUBE & OIL - - -$1 99 (UP TO 5 QUARTS) 
• WITH 1.0. 
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ITIRE CENTERS 
411 John Young Parkway 
Orlando, Fla. 32804 
295-7063 
consistent with AAUP policy .. memorandum from 
AA UP-Florida indicated the 
national office desires to resume 
support of the Florida affiliate. 
The purpose of the election 
was to determine whether or not 
State University System (SUS) 
faculty and designated academic 
professionals desire to be 
represented by an exclusive 
bargaining agent which would 
l 12 S. Semoran (Meat World Plaza) 275-8320 
STUDENT SPECIAL AAUP president William Van Alstyne explained his union's 
intentions in a letter to Dr. 
Mar fin Eisenber of the 
University of Florida. He said, "I 
would hope that we would tum 
at once to the maki'ng of the 
very best possible effort to 
support Florida AAUP, either on 
its own behalf exclusively or 
under a bona fide joint venture 
with the NEA satisfactory to 
both national organizations and 
5 QTS. O.S. ~O, 30, 40 WT. with FILTER* 4.98 
· negotiate wages, hours and other 
terms of employment with the 
Board _of Regents (BOR). 
According to an SUS newsletter, 
about 5,400 faculty were eligible 
to vote. 
Adicks said results of the 
collective bargaining election 
should be available today. 
with CASTROL $1.00 extra 
Bring AD for 50( off 
20% off other parts 
(tools & plugs excepted) 
*Most cars, quantity limited. 
NATURAL ·FOODS 
by YOTJNG LIFE 
Corner of 50 & 436 
Zayre P/a%a 
Full line of Natural Foods 
Vitamins - Minerals 
Discounts Vegetarian & Dietetic Food 
PHONE 365-5664 for more information 
to Students·; Faculty & Staff 
A contest· for 
students.crazy enough 
I I to want this, cac 
_Dannon Yogurt c.~p ext~rior is standard equipment 
Write a yogurt 
radio commercial and 
you may win this Chevrolet 
Chevette as first prize. It's 
the popu larfou r-passenger 
qoupe, with 1.4 litre . 
4-cylinder OHGengine. 
And 50 Panasonic Cas-
sette Recorders go to 50 
runner-ups. 
so Panasonic Be creative'. Make up a 
Cassette Recorders 60-second commercial on 
Danno~Yogurt. Record your masterpiece on a 
standard audio cassette and mail it in. 
Facts about Dannon® Yogurt 
Made from cultured, lowfat milk. 
Has the protein, vitamins, calcium of 
lowfat milk_ 
Offers balanced food value with reasonable 
calorie content-a dieter's delight. 
Has Dannon's famous good-for-you cultures. 
Tastes tangy and refreshing. 
, Available plain, in flavors-and with fresh-
. made fruit preserves: strawberry, red rasp-
berry, blueberry, apricot, etc. 
It's a snack, a right lunch, a dessert. 
It's all natural-no artificial anything . 
America's favorite yogurt. 
Danrion Yogurt. If you don't always eat right, it's the right thing to eat. 
Official Rules: 
Eligibility : Any student enrolled in a college East of the Mississippi. 
Entry Requirements: Commercial must be no more than 60 seconds 
long and recorded on a standard audio cassette. Attach a label with your 
name, college and home address and phone numbers. 
Submission: All cassettes must be received no later than ApriJ 12, 1976. 
Mail to Dannon, P.O. Box 1975, Long Island City, New York 11101_ No 
cassettes sent collect can be accepted . Send as many entries as you 
wish. each one mailed separately. 
Judging: By the Radio Advertising Bureau Inc., otticicfl trade association, 
whose decisions are final . Awards will be based on originality and selling 
effectiveness. · 
Announcement: Winners will be notified by mail 
promptly after judging (no later than April 30. 1976). 
The award-winning commercials will become the 
property of Dannon Milk Products and can be used 
for whatever purposes they deem appropriate. 
Other Rules: Taxes on prizes are sole responsi-
bility of winners_ No substitutions for any prize 
offered . , 
Otter void where prohibited o_r restricted by law_ 
All federal , state and local laws apply. 





Despite hikes, FTU dorms 8:re still 
competitive with off campus housing 
By ANNE MERRl'IT 
Staff Writer 
Just how much does it cost to 
move into an off-campus 
apartment? According to F. Leo 
Goff, director of housing 
operations at FTU, it could cost 
as much as $427. 
Queries of local apartment 
complexes, Southern Bell 
Telephone and Florida Power 
companies show costs for rents, 
deposits, telephone and utility 
hook-ups in apartment located 
near campus range from $100 to 
$400. 
Goff's figure is based on the 
cost of the two bedroom, one 
bath furnished apartment with 
rent at $180 per month. Goff 
said the apartment managers 
would require one month's rent 
in advance, $100 damage 
deposit, $100 telephone deposit 
bills or monthly rents. 
It appears then, that FTU 
dorms are still .somewhat 
competitive with off campus 
housing. In the FTU dorms there 
are no security deposits or 
charges for telephone 
installation, telephone depo$it, 
of electrical nook-up. All these 
Continued on page 16 
Custodial workers 
to press union bid 
By RANDY NOLES 
Managing _Editor 
Two FTU custodial workers, 
· citing low pay as their primary 
motivation, are attempting to 
unionize career service employes 
here in conjunction with a 
statewide unionization effort, 
the organizers claim. 
The pair cited rising insurance 
rates, poor working conditions, 
and on the job safety hazards as 
factors in their plan to push for 
unionization, but admit that low 
pay is still the primary concern. 
E. J. Moloney, director of 
personnel services, said he was 
unaware of the unionization 
attempt, but said · after work 
hours "they are free to meet and 
discuss whatever they like." 
Final Exam Schedule 
Classes Which First 
Meet During the 
Week At 
7 a.m. Monday 
8 a.m. Monday 
9 a.m. Monday 
10 a.m. Monday 
11 a.m. Monday 
Noon Monday 
1 p. m. Monday 
2 p.m. Monday 
3 p.m. Monday 
4 p. m. Monday 
5 p.m. Monday 
6 p.m. Monday 
7 p.m. Monday 
7 a.m. Tuesday 
8 a.m. Tuesday 
9 a.m. Tuesday 
11 a.m. Tuesday 
Noon Tuesday 
1 p.m. Tuesday 
2 p.m. Tuesday 
2 p.m. Tuesday 
3 p.m. Tuesday 
5 p.m. Tuesday 
6-p.m. Tuesday 
7 p.m. Tuesday 
Meet for Final Examination At 
8-9:50 am., Monday, March 15 / 
8-9: 50 a.m., Wednesday, March 17 
10-11:50 a.m., Tuesday, March 16 
10-11: 50 a.m., Thursday, March 18 
12-1:50 p.m., Monday, March 15 
2-3:50 p.m., Tuesday, March 16 
2-3:30 p.m., Tuesday, March 18 
4-5:50 p.m., Tuesday, March 16 
4-4:50 p.m., Wednesday, March 17 
6-7: 50 p.m., Monday, March 15 
6-7:50 p.m., Wednesday, March 17 
8-9:50, Monday, March 15 
8-9:50 p.m. Wednesday, March 17 
8-9:50 a.m., Tuesday, March 16 
8-9: 50 a.m., Thursday, March 18 
10-11:50 a.m., Wednesday, March 17 
Noon-l: 50 p.m. Thursday, March 1 
2-3: 50 p.m., Monday, March 15 
2-3: 50 p.m., Wesdnesday, ch 17 
4-5:50 p.m., Monday, ch 15 
4-5: 50 p.m., Mond , March 15 
4-5:50 p.m., T day, March 18 
6-7:50 p.m~~Thursday, March 18 
8-9: 50 p.m., Tuesday, March 16 
8-9:50 p.m., Thursday, March 18 
and a $4 7 telephone installatiori 
fee: Goff's estimate did not 
include utility hook-up charges. 
Telephone installation is $36 
if there has been a working 
telephone in the apartment 
before. A spokes person for the 
telephone company said the · 
deposit for a phone could, 
however, range from a $50 to 
several hundred dollars. The 
amount of the deposit depends 
on long distance usage. Figures 
used here are based on the $50 
phone deposit. There is ·a $50 
electrical hook -up charge, 
bringing the total for electricity 
and phone service to $136 to 
Ray Burkart-Johnson, and 
Robert Engle, the- newly elected 
vice president and president of 
the fledging "Career Service 
. Employe Federation," say they 
are waging an "intensive 
Solar lab site still undecided 
move into an apartment. 
Four apartment complexes 
located near FTU were 
surveyed: The Haystacks, 
University Villas, University 
Highlands and Alafaya Trail 
Apartments. 
The one coming closest to 
Goff's estimation is the 
Haystacks, considered by many 
studenfs to be the most 
fashionable apartment complex 
on Alafaya Trail. To move into a 
two bedroom, one bath, 
unfurnished apartment could 
cost $400 if one moved in at the 
beginning of a month. Rent is 
$169 per month and ·there is a 
$95 security deposit. Coupled 
with the $136 charge for 
telephone deposit, installation 
and electrical hook-up, it could 
cost $400. If two people shared 
the expenses, the charge would 
be $200: for four people, $100. 
campaign" to collect 
authorization cards from the 
required 30 per cent of FTU 
non-manage~ent employes. 
If 30 per cent ot" the workers 
sign up, the cards will be sent to 
PERC, and an election will be 
authorized to decide if the 
federation will become the 
university's · official collective 
bargaining instrument, or if the 
employes voting prefer no union 
at all. 
Engle said unionization 
efforts are currently afoot at all 
nine state university system 
schools, including late starter 
Florida A&M. 
Engle said the union would 
be affiliated with the American 
Federation of Teachers and the 
AFL-CIO, but stressed it would 
remain a separate "grass roots" 
org~ization. 
Though they say they have 
- encountered some opposition 
ithe unionizatio~ effort, the 
organizers plan to press their bid 
regardless. 
"Politicians are more willing 
to deal with a block of 
employes," said Engle. 
"Especially if they are backed 
up by 300,000 AFL-CIO 
members." 
The National Solar Energy 
Research Center has still not 
been assigned a site and 
according to Dr. Robert Kersten, 
dean of the College of 
Engineering, it is only a matter 
of days before the Solar Energy 
Research Institute ("SERI) 
releases a criteria for site 
selection. 
Kersten said as soon as the 
preliminary site selection criteria 
is published, Florida will be 
Registration 
appointlllents 
to be Dlailed 
Student appointments times 
for regular registration, will be 
included with grade reports 
mailed to students at the end of 
this quarter. 
Registration begins March 24 
and grade reports will be mailed 
March 21. 
among the top contenders for 
the research lab, to be loc(;lted at 
Cape Canaveral. 
"At that point," Kersten said, 
"we will have 45 days to finish 
the perposal and respond to the 
criteria. '' 
Kersten said the next step 
would entail a "site visitation • 
team" which would rate all the 
sites in serious content~on and 
would make recommendations 
to Dr. Robert Semans, the 
administrator for SERI, who 
would make the final decision. 
After the criteria is released, 
Ke rs ten said there would be 
some "political pulling and 
tugging" from various politicians 
trying to get the f~derally 
funded program for their area. 
"There are some very powerful 
Fut.ure 
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people interested in the 
problem," Kersten said. He 
mentioned specifically Gov. 
Reubin Askew, and Rep. Lou 
Frey from Florida and Sen. 
Barry Goldwater who wanted 
the prqject for Arizona. 
Kersten said the criteria was 
expected to be released by the 
first of December and they were 
now "waiting on edge." 
Comrnen.cernent plann·ed 
Commencement for the winter quarter will be held at 7 p.m. 
Friday, March 19, at the U.S. Naval Recruit Training Center Field 
House. 
Features speaker at the 1ceremony will be Dr. Paul P. Williams, 
president of Lake-Sumter Community College in Leesburg. 
Wm. Dan Chapman, university registrar and chairman of the 
commencement committee, advised those attending the ceremony to 
use the center's entrance on General Rees Road. 
Admission is open to the general university community. 
University Villas, which has ,.--------------------------------------------------------
only one bedroom, one bath 
facilities, charges $114 rent per 
month on a six or nine month 
lease. There is a $100 security 
deposit. If a person moved in at 
the beginning of the month, it 
could cost as much as $350 to 
move in. If two people · shared 
the one bedroom facility, the fee 
would be $175. 
Rent at University Highlands 
is $62 per month, per person. 
One month's rent in advance is 
. required along with a $62 
security deposit. If four people 
shared the apartment, the charge 
for telephone .installation, 
edposit and electrical hook-up 
would be $34 per person, 
bringing the total to move in to 1 
$158. 
Rent at Alafaya Trail 
Apartments for a two bedroom, 
one bath apartment on a three 
quarter lease, with three people 
to an apartment is $65 a month 1 
per person. They require a 
$32.50 security deposit per 
person. Coupled with the $45 
per person charge for telephone 
installation, deposit, and 
electrical hook-up, and one 
month's rent in advance, it 
would cost $142.50 to move in. 
These figures do not include 
monthly utility charges, food 
""' .. _,_ - · · - · .-~ -~ 
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Credit available to financially 
responsible students: firms 
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fYoiiRCAMPUSLUiii"iRANCHUR-CHl A good credit rating is a necessity when it comes 
to buying a car, house or other expensive item. A 
credit card is handy when traveling in that it frees 
the holder from carrying an abundance of cash. 
Bank ca rd s Ii ke MasterCharge and 
BankAmericard can be used for almost anything 
including short-term cash loans. And a good 
payment record with any kind of credit card, is 
backing for other loans a student might want. 
While many would agree credit is an advantage, 
obtaining it is not always easy, especially for the 
first time. Every firm requires a credit reference or 
some proof of financial responsibility. 
In a recent survey, representatives from three 
major department stores and one bank card 
company said proof of financial responsibilitY.. 
criteria included mm1mum monthly income, 
stability of employment, length of employment and 
length of residence. · 
A Jv nmney representative said the minimum 
monthly income necessary to qualify for a credit 
card is $400. BankAmericard requires a monthly 
income of .$583 per month for single persons and a 
combined income of $833 per month for married 
couples. 
Nevertheless, the credit situation has been 
improving due to two credit laws passed last year. If 
you are denied a credit card, the creditor has to give 
reasons (not necessarily in writing). If your credit 
rating was checked with an independent agency, 
you have the right to know what is on file that 
caused the denial. If a mistake has been made, the 
agency must re-investigate. And if the agency 
refuses to correct the error, you can add your own 
Thousands of Topics 
Send for your up-to-date, 160-
page, mail order catalog. Enclose 
$1 .00 to cover postage and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
113221DAHOAVE.,# 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purposes only. 
version of the story to the file which must be given 
to all inquiring creditors. 
Another trimph for debtors came with a Federal 
Reserve Board regulation applying primarily to bank 
cards. Previously, persons who paid for goods or 
services with bank cards had no recourse if the 
merchandise or work was faulty. The bill ·was paid 
by the bank. Now consumers who pay with bank 
cards can withhold payment for bad merchandise or 
service if the bill is over $50 or the purchase is made 
within 100 miles of their home. 
Women made some gains with new credit laws. 
Creditors may no longer evaluate a woman '-s credit 
potential on the basis of her husband's credit ratings 
or consider married persons more credit-worthy 
than singles. And part-time inc.ome as well as 
alimony and child support payments can be counted 
as part of a woman's income. 
· Financial experts who know the value of a good 
credit rating having devised strategies for 
low-income students. Former banker Michael 
Phillips, who wrote "The Seven Laws of Money," 
suggests opening a checking account with the largest 
amoµnt of money possible, even if it means 
borrowing for a couple of days. Many bankers 
consider that first figure when making credit 
decisions. 
Phillips said credit applicants need to have a job 
(being a student will do), an address and a checking 
account for on~ year. Try applying for a gasoline 
credit card, then a department store card. Next go 
for a national department store card a·nd use is 
occasionally. Pay bills promptly. Then try for the 
BankAmericard or MasterCharge. 
I INVITES YOUR ATTENDANCE ; 
I Christian Education Hour - Sunday 9 :1Sa.m. ~ 
: F•mily . Worship Sunday l0:30a~m. at Hope Lutheran Church i 
I Prayer Mttti~~ Sunday Nights 7 : ~5 ~ I 
I 2600 N. Dean Road (Go West' on FTU Blvd., . I 
I .then South on Ot-an Road) PAX I 
I Re-... Lance ~Uanct of Luthenn Campus Ministry I 
• Member o( FTU United Campus Min~t:ry 678-2011 -' 
-----------------------
& B USED AlJTO 
·PARTS INC. 
East Hwy. 50 Bithlo, Fla. 
New radiators & repairs 
Import · American • Truck parts 
. 
Cas.h for iunk or wrecked cars & trucks 
Open ·seven days 
568-2131 
VALUABLE COUPON 
: COUPON WORTH •2°0 
ALOMA TIRE. COMPANY 
OPEN: '7:30 a.m. till 6 p.m. • 3 p.m. Sat. 
We Honor Mobil, Chevron, BankAmericard & Master 
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to public service 
A sorority dedicated to public service has been formed at FTU. 
The sorority, Delta Sigma Theta, was founded as a black sorority in 
1913, but according to Beckye Ratliff, sorority president, "any girl 
interested in serving the public is invited to join." 
The FTU chapter received its charter in May 1975. At present, the 
sorority has three members. Ms. Ratliff explains, "We originally had 
11 members,. but many have graduated. Right how we are concerned 
with getting more members. I would like to see more people join so 
we can get involved and really w.ork." 
Since Delta Sigma Theta's inception at FTU, Soroity members have 
participated in "The Great Sea World Kiss-Off," conducted a drive to 
collect money for cerebral palsy. 
According to Arlease Hamilton, FTU financial aid counselor and 
adviser to the group, th.e sorority's service program includes five 
points: 
--Aid in educational development. Delta Sigma Theta members 
tutor disadvantaged children and plan children's programs. 
--Community services and international aid. The sorority is 
involved with established community services such as the Girl Scouts. 
They plan to aid in voter registration and to conduct political 
workshops. 
-Aid in the economic development of the United States by 
conducting seminars on banking and investments and consumers' 
workshops. 
-Aid in urban development by sponsoring clean-up programs. 
--Aid in the development of mental health. Delta Sigma Theta will 
conduct drug abuse programs and workshops. 
Delta Sigma Theta is funded by the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare to conduct a talent search program to identify 
and motivate low-income high school students into appropriate 
post-secondary pro~ams. 
The sorority is also funded by the National Urban Coalition and 
Health Manpower Development Program to implement a health 
careers information project. The purpose of this project is to inform 
high school teachers, school administrators and counselors of the 
availability of health careers and training for young people. That 
program aims to increase the number of poor and minority group 
youth entering health fields. 
Look at the sky. 
Go into an elevator and press 3. 
Have lunch. 
Ride in a taxicab or bus. 
Ask a person for directions to the nearest 
post office. 
Have breakfast. 
Walk on the sidewalk. 
Chuckle. 
Have a shot of Jose Cuervo. 
Deliver a lecture to the Mexican 
National Assembly on the . 
,historical significance and potential 
peacetime uses of the nectarine, 
as seen through the eyes of Keats. 
JOSE CUERVOaTEQUILA. 80 PROOF. 
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1975 . HEUBLEIN. INC .. HARTFORD. CONN . 
Mar. 5, 1976~Future-P32e 5 
GOING TO BE JOB .HUNTING SOON?. 
NEED SOME HELP WITH" RESUMES 




Drop by the office of Student Placement at ADMIN. 
225 or call 275-2361 · for an appointment. 
• When it comes to getting a perfect Levi's fit, 
come to the County Seat store! Because Levi's is 
our only line! And because County Seat has the 
largest selection of sizes in Levi's Jeans around. 
In cotton denim, pre-washed denim, pre-shrunk 
and corduroy. Stop in a~d have yourself a fit! 
For the Levis · line that's most complete .. , . 
DAYTONA BEACH: 
VOLUSIA MALL (westend 
of mall near Penney's) 
ORLANDO: 
ALTAMONTE MALL 
(lower level-Sears Concourse) 
Air reasons for 
tenure decisions 
What the faculty 
tenuring process this 
quarter has proved so far is 
not that Dr. Henry Van 
Twyver or the other 
unnamed professor who was 
denied tenure are 
incompetent, or even that , 
their retainment on the 
FTU staff would be 
''against the best interests 
of the university," 
ridiculous a yardstick 
though that is. 
It has ·only proved that 
some people, somewhere-, in 
the long and complex. 
evaluation procedure, 
wanted him out. It proves 
nothing more, because Van 
Twyver has so far been 
given no reasons for the 
action. 
It's hard to put much 
stock in a system which 
tells a man he's doing a bad 
job, but doesn't tell him 
why. Reasons for such 
actions should accompany 
notice of that action 
automatically. To do 
anything less is poor 
administratiOn, poor public· 
policy, and not even decent 
human relations. 
Furthermore, the secrecy 
that shrouds tenure actions 
leaves the process open to 
capricious, unsubstantiated 
opposition. Without the 
entire procedure being open 
to the public, it could 
become nothing more than 





Your recent headline, 
"McLuhan blasts electronic 
media," gave a rather distorted 
assessment of Professor 
McLuhan's recent FTU lecture. 
fate of men's and women's 
professional lives. 
Taxpayers and students . 
are paying professors' 
salaries; they have as much 
right to know how and why 
professors are evaluated as 
they do about the appraisals 
of university presidents, of 
which full texts have been 
disclosed by the Board of 
Regents. That students are 
concerned ;;i.bout their 
instructors' careers was 
evident by the signature of 
2,000 of Van Twyver's 
supporters. 
It's time to let the 
reasons for decisions like 
these be known, and to see 
if they 're strong enough to 
hold up under public 
pressure. 
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
Future---
COMM EN 




Dr. Ernst M. Goldstein: 
who died suddenly last 
Thursday, was an 
uncommon man and 
educator. His death at age 
68 marked the end of a 
distinguished career and a 
great loss to the fields of 
engineering and education, 
this university, and the 
students he taught. 
Contrary to the implications 
in the copy, McLuhan did not 
impart a negative value judgment 
on electronic media. He did, 
however, describe the situation . 
in which man finds himself when 
his environment radically 
changes. 
His thick German accent 
and almost military 
demeanor in the classroom 
did _ little to hide his 
essential dedication to his 
w9rk, his concern for 
students, or the wealth of 
experience he brought with 
him to teaching. 
L'RFT TO RIQlT : , . ~A· ~ ''l'HOlfl'~ ~RLC.HIN' BENNIE SHA~; JER"l'( l\NI~E 'l\U\THfill; llf1"'.v -> _ l\.' L~Wl~; GA.L "fAI<E-'tM,-OUT '' LiN~El.}AtR) P>Q ~PRESliMEN 
M.£Nr Sa 3Ab''ClJ\1U{.; GoAtH. .. ~GETYL!NE Tt>llCH. E.. '' (.U\t\J(; 
f\t.SOllT£b bl?Ab IlOJ.LlN$ Jl.1\YEltS. 
Using a figure-ground model, 
he explained that as the ground 
changes, the figure's relation to 
the ground is subsequently 
altered. 
The scholarship fund to 
be established in his 
memory will serve as a 
fitting tribute to one of our 
finest professors--a man 
whose contributions made 
him a living example of 





Special privileges at FTU should be immediately e-radicated. The 
university is far removed from the high school, where by virtue of 
their position teaches are permitted to forego the long lunch line and 
-~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ~ beim~d~~~served~u~p~ofm~privil~~wuobserv~~ 
Future at the recent FTU-Rollins basketball game. 
Applying this concept . to 
media, we have a situation in 
which the inclusive mosaic 
format of electricity has 
Continued on page 7 -THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
-~ I arrived at the game, entered the gym, and sat down. However, I 
FLOR /DA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVER$1TY " was quickly "informed" that I must move as I was sitting in a special 
t'DITORJAL BOARD: Dana Scott Hag/es. Hditor-in-Chief:' Randy Noles, choice section reserved for the FTU Boosters Club. Well, ----- the· 
Managing Editor; Kurtis J. Klardie, Assistant Managing J:..'ditor: Vicki Blanchfield., boosters. Who in the hell do they think they are? 
Mvro11 S. Carden. Associate t:ditors . I waited two and a half hours in line for my ticket. I was at the 
EDITORIAL STAFF: Holly Criswell, Dee Deloy, Kerry Faunce, Alan Geeslin, gym one hour early to assure receiving a good seat. I had no intentions 
Mark Hess, Steve Isham, Anne Merritt, Chris Mikler, Michael Padgett, Fred of moving and I so told the petty little booster-seat clerk. He ruffled 
. Sommer · · i his buzzard feathers and got some big shot to inform me of my 
BUSI1V!:'SS ST,1 FF: Ban:i: Pait, Business Ma11agcr~X·1t~/(ff:z~clie,.Ar,J11"t:il'si'1 IK Ma~idif~ obvious mistake, and apparent inequality to the Brahman boosters. 
· Pe~~ Carin, Sales M01~a~cr: Cl111ck Clevela11tl, Cumfiit1011 ManagC'r: · . In all fairness, after informing him I had no d~ned intention of 
· · ·- · moving, he was a perfect gentleman. He not only "ruled" that in my T71c Future is 1111/Jlislied weekr1• at Florida Tecl111u/o![ical Unilwsily by Pn.·sid<·.111_. 
1 seat I could remain, but that I had an excellent case and should write Otarlc~· N. Millican. It is 'wrill<'ll and edit<•d hy studenls for 1 ic · llllll ' l'l'Sllf; .. , the school paper a letter. Thank you, sir. for allowing me to write a comuumit.~'. with offices in tile Art C'omplex 011 lihra Dri~1e. . . . · , 
Comr>laints may he addressed tu tile eclitor,-i11-c/1i<'f and appealed w the Hoard of ~ letter which I had already decided to write. Approval by one>s 
P11hlicati1111s, Dr. Frederic F<'dlcr, chairman. · · . superiors always make one's heart beat easier. 
nw <'ciiwrial is tlt.e opi11io~1 nf tltc newspaper as Jormulatfd by the cditor-i11-clu~/" Such an event raises a fundamental question: Of what purpose and 
and the editorial hoard. and not ncc<"ssorify tliat of tlie FTUadmi11istration. Other · importance is a basketball team (or any te~) to FTU? If it serves and 
comment is tlte opi11fo11 of lite writer alone. Tile Future wclcomcs· tetters bearing benefits not the students, then whom? For if its existence serves only 
sigr1atures. Names may be wit.II held for publication upon request. 12 players, a coach, and a handful of boosters, may I suggest it is a 
17iis public document was promulgated at on ammal cos~ <>f s49. 725• or 24. 3 luxury we can little afford. The booster club may well financially 
certts per copy 10 inform tlze FTU community of related m•wsomwuncemen!sal'fd boost the team, but boost it for whom, themselves or the students? 
activities. A1111ual advertising revenue of $2(>,425 d~frayed 41 per ant of this 
annual.cost. . Each student pays $2.14 of each credit hour .cost to a fund 
.. . ,-Moiling·addren: P. o. Box 25000, Orlando,' Fla. 32816~ ,fritered as th/rd cifm, controlled by Student Gove;mment. Last year this fund totaled 
"'6iJat1heU.S.PmtO/fice11r~l1mdo,Fl.G. _ _":.; .. ~ . ~ , $750,000, of which $250,000 went to support FTU athletics (figures 
.... ..... · -· • · · · .· - - · - · · · · .. - · ·· · .. ~ .. : Continued on page 7 
Correction 
Average salaries for FTU 
f acuity members were 
incorrectly reported in last 
week's Future. 
Figures quoted were from 
the "Summary of Salary 
Rate, 1975-76." These 
figures, however, were 
"man,year equivalents" based 
on rates for faculty members 
working 12 months. George 
Perkins, coordinator of data 
systems and analysis for the 
Board of Regents, supplied 
the rankings but not the 
figures. 
Actual average salaries, 
according to John R Bolte, 
associate vice-president for 
academic affairs, are as 
follows for nine-month 
faculty members based on 
academic year contracts 
issued at the beginning of the 
fall quarter: professors, 
$20,515; associate professors, 
$16,456; assistant professors, 
$14, 24 7, and instruct.ors, 
$11, 727. 
These figures do not 
include salaries received for 
overload or summer teaching 






Continued from page 1 
Matriculation is actually the 
amount of money it costs the 
university to educate students, 
and the difference in that cost 
makes costs per hour different 
for the three course levels. It 
takes the majority of tuition 
money paid: $8.51 for lower 
division courses, $1 and $5 more 
for upper division and graduate 
courses respectively, for resident 
students. This money is used for 
all operating costs such as 
salaries for faculty, staff and 
administration and incidentals 
(costs not covered in the other 
six areas.) 
All campus construction is 
paid for out of the Building Fee 
which claims $1.18 of student 
fees. This will increase to $1.21 
in the fall. 
Money to pay for supplies 
and equipment comes out of the 
Capital Improvement Trust 
Fund. This area is given $1.27 
with a 2 cent increase slated this 
fall. 
There are three categories 
into which tuition money goes 
to be used to help students 
financially through loans, grants, 
financial aid, scholarships and 
work-study programs. These 
three categories and the amount 
of money they receive are: 
General Student Aid Fee, 41 
cents, Student Financial Aid 
Fee, 29 cents; Student Financial 
Aid Trust Fund Fee, 20 cents. 
The trust fund will increase to 
35-cents this fall. 
The money paid by students 
to be allocated and expanded by 
Student Government goes into 
the Activity and Service Fee 
(A&SF) and totals $2.14, the 
second largest category of 
tuition fee distribution. A&SF 
money is used to fund all 
university related student 
activities such as organizations, 
and SG or VC activities. It is 
because the money to fund these 
activities comes directly from 
the students via tuition money 
all are free of charge to the 
students. 
The upper level and graduate 
course fees for non-residents 
will, contingent upon legislative 
approval, increase· $3 per credit 
hour this fall The added $3 will 
go into a fund used for 'out of 
state fee waivers. -
Aqua-Knights 
to sponso~ dive 
I~ -------McLuhan---------.
1 
In addition to these seven 
area, there is a $2 thesis charge 
for each thesis and dissertation 
credit taken. 
Out of state students pay an 
additional $23 for each lower 
division course per quarter hour, 
$32 for upper level classes and 
The FTU Aqua-Knights, a 
club for diving enthusiasts, are 
sponsoring a dive to Crystal 
River. The dive will take place 
after the final examination 
period. Continued from page l> 
preempted the homogenous, 
segmented, sequential format of 
the phonetic alphabet. The 
resulting interface between the 
two technological idioms causes 
a shift in our sensory ratios and 
man once more lives in acoustic 
space. Thus the medium, or 
man's sensory relation with his 
environment, is the "message." 
This view has litle to do with 
the content of any particular 
medium, and your reporting that 
McLuhan's lecture equated 
content with the viewer or 
reader of a particular medium 
may be misleading. McLuhan's 
thesis states the content of any 
medium is another medium. For 
example, the content of speech 
is a non-verbal cognitive process, 
the content of writing is speech, 
print's content is writing, print is 
Boosters 
the content of the telegraph, and 
so forth. 
McLuhan's unifying theme 
Thursday evening, although not 
mentioned in your article, was 
nevertheless of extreme 
importance. Brie fly, he believes 
artists act as "environmental 
engineers" and instruments of 
pattern recognition allowing us 
to anticipate social and 
technological developments. In 
this light, the quote in boldface 
print concerning Western man's 
self-destruction takes on quite a 
different meaning. 
Dr. McLuhan was not 
referring to physical destruction 
or lapse into cultural decadence, 
but rather an evolving Western 
retribalization which will 
destroy the West's print-oriented 
visual bias. This, of course, 
relates to the passage in 
"Finnegan's Wake," " ... the 
Continued from page 6 
supplied by Gary Andersen). Clearly, athletics are paid for by, and 
should benefit FTU students. For if athletic teams are to serve a 
relatively few players and boosters, then give me back my money. If 
such teams are to serve the students, then give us our seats and restore 
student equality. End the inequality which special privileges create. I 
am a student at FTU, and if its programs don't exist for my benefit, 
then they exist for no one. 
Thus said, allow me to thank the basketball team for a thrilling 
season, and the boosters for their monetary support. However, just as 
we rebel against the "purchasing" of ambassadorships through 
political campaign "contributions," payoffs of privilege in exchange 
for booster contributions snould be ended. Membership in the 
boosters should entitle one to a ticket, and nothing more. 
P.S. Why is it that in my two years at FTU I have never seen Dr. 
Millican on ·campus; yet at every basketball game, I see him flattering 
the TV camera with his presence? 
SCOTT BENNETT 
(According to Kenneth G. Sheinkopf, director of the university 
development, the boosters have no seats reserved for them by the 
university at basketball games, but once FTU's gym is completed, it is 
hoped they wilL--Ed.) 
................. ·~- · ... ······. 
• •• • 
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west shall shake the east 
awake'. .. while ye have the night 
for mom," which McLuhan is 
fond of quoting. 
MICHAEL PRESLEY 
$37 for graduate courses. This 
tuition money goes in to the 
m.atriculation fee. 
Persons interested in going on 
the dive should con tact Bill 
McGaughy, thrch,J.gh the Student 
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Two in en essential to dor1n life 
Goff: supervising 
a ·400 - ntentbe~ fa1nily' 
By HOLLY CRISWELL 
Staff Writer 
Apparently - Leo · Goff enjoys his work as director of housing 
operations at FTU. "I love it," he said with a warm smile which 
indicated his sincerity: "It's like having a 400-member family." 
After working at the University of Florida as financial manager of 
married student hou~ing, which involved working with thousands of 
students, it's understandable that a man who enjoys "getting to know 
the students" would find FTU's 400 on-campus residents a 
''refreshing change." 
"At the University of Florida you just can't get to know the people 
because there are so many," explained Goff. "Here the students get to 
see me outside my role as an administrator. There's an opportunity to 
go out and get to know them." 
Goff is a University of Florida graduate in real estate management. 
He came to FTU in 1973 and said he found the housing here "in 
deplorable condition." . 
Goff said he instituted a program of "preventive maintenance to 
catch problems before they get out of hand. 
"I hired one full-time man, Fred Schwen, who takes care of the 
housing facilities. '.I'he kids call him 'Mr. Fix-it:'· Having him here has 
cut expenses ~Y about $10,000," said Goff, tapping a sh'eaf of housing 
budget papers on his desk. Photo by Alan Geeslin 
According to Goff, having one full-time maintenance person at the 
housing facilities saves in response time to student complaint calls and 
a great deal more in the hourly expenses formerly paid out to Physical 
Plant workers. -
DIRECTOR OF HOUSING OPERATIONS LEO GOFF 
chats informally with domritory resident Jan Carter as she 
takes a break from studying. 
Goff smiled and added, -"We haven't had a crisis problem in two 
years and Schwenk is the reason." . 
Fut_ure _ __;,...._ ____________ _ 
Goff said he is concerned with the 1image of campus h~using and he 
hopes to delete the "dormitory concept" most persons have. He said 
the "dorm image" has a· negative connotation when it comes to 
getting money for student housing. 
Campus living, explained Goff, should be in the form of 
"apartment types .. . nothing plus, but functional." He added FTU has 
given little consideration to married students in planning the student 
housing. This, he said, severely limits the student market, especially 
for a commuter school. 
PERSONALITY 
"Right now we're catering only to the single students," he said in a 
tone of disapproval. 
Goff said he is interested in students. He attends the weekly 
meetings of the Residence Life Board of Directors, which gives all 
campus dwellers a chance to air their views to administrators who are 
willing to listen. 
Although Goff is willing, to lend an ear to students, he is not 
opposed to "telling that five per cent who always cause trouble" it is 
their choice to live here and the rules must be observed. 
Asked about "unusual occurences" he has faced during his 
employment here, Goff said it is difficult to isolate a particular 
incident. 
After a moment's thought he said, "There was one young lady who 
had dropped her contact lens down the shower drain and called here 
to get somebody to get it out." He chuckled, "That was at 10 a.m. 
and she was in Dorm D, which happens to be one of the men's 
dorms." 
Goff said the male resident tried in vain to explain hfa way out of 
the situation. Although visitation regulations had been violated, Goff 
said no disciplinary action was taken because, ''they were already 
embarrassed enough." 
"I mean, they could have been playing a morning game of tennis or 
something ... and that's why she was in .his room taking a shower . .,. " 
He peered intently over his glasses trying to ke~p a straight face during 
his explanation, obviously not at all convinced of its feasibility. 
Photo by Kerry Faunce That tale is probably the best way to describe Leo Goff. He may be 
an administrator, but it's good to know he's human too. FRANK SCHWENK, dormitory maintenance man said 
replacing lights is one of his many duties. Others include a 
preventive maintemp1ce program to reduce the possibilitv of 
unexpected problems. 
President of black sorority 
BECKYE RATLIFF 
rolls with racial punches 
By ANNE MERRITT 
Staff Writer 
. Some whites have the idea that black leaders are 
outspoken, rebellious, unpleasant and radical. If 
they were to meet the president of the black 
sorority on campus, many would change their 
minds. 
Beckye Ratliff is personable, witty and just plain 
nice to be around. 
She is the president of Delta Sigma Theta, the 
service sorority on campus. 
Ms. Ratliff, who claims discrimination never 
bothe.red her says she "rolls with the punches" 
when people make wise cracks about her. 
And roll with the punches she has. 
Her favorite story involves one of her white 
co-worker at a North Carolina power company. Her 
co-worker asked "Beckye, do ·you have black 
dandruff?'' 
Ms. Ratliff comments, "The funny thing about it 
is that she was serious." 
"I came into the office one day with my afro and 
all my white co-workers gathered around and 
started patting my head. Several of them said, 'Oh, 
Beckye, it feels like a poodle.' It was really funny," 
said Ms. Ratliff. 
Ms. Ratliff, a junior mechanical engineering and 
aerospace science major, is working this quarter at 
NASA as an engineering as~istant. She got her job 
through FTU's Cooperative Education Program. 
Why is Ms. Ratliff majoring in mechanical 
engineering and aerospace science? 
"Because I like to tinker with things to see how 
they work," said Ms. Ratliff. "It really turns me 
on," she added. 
Ms. Ratliff returned to school after an eight year 
absence. She originally attended Shaw University, a. 
predominantly black school in North Carolina She 
has since noticed many changes in schools. 
"When I was at Shaw, no one had a car. Now 
everybody has one. Freshmen had a 9:45 p.m. 
curfew; sophomores a 10 p.m. curfew. But perhaps 
the biggest difference is the class size. My first class 
at FTU was business law. I looked around the class 
and saw about 100 more students. I felt small." 
A smile lights up on Ms. Ratliff's face when she 
thinks of school. "Ive. always loved school. I'm a 
little behind in math classes required for my major, 
but I have lots of patience." 




By KERRY FAUNCE 
Staff Writer 
What does Fred Schwenk do? 
He fixes anything that goes 
wrong in dormitory rooms. 
"If I cant't fi.xt it, we get a 
hold of the physical plant," he 
explained. 
Schwenk said most of his time 
is taken up with a preventive 
maintenance program. "We go 
in to the rooms and take care of 
things before they go out." he 
said. Items in the program include 
florescent light ballasts (starters), 
toilet valves, painting and 
cleaning. 
While his preventive 
maintenance program reduces the 
potential for problems, they 
sometimes occur. 
"Once a toilet valve got 
stuck," Schwenk recalled. Under 
normal circumstances the water 
would run down the drain. But 
the tenants had stopped up the 
toilet and the water kept running. 
"I had to get a 'wet vac' and clean 
up about15 gallons," he said. 
Occasionally, S-ch wenk is 
called to retrieve contact lenses, 
earrings, rings and pins from 
lavatory drains. "It happens 
about twice a q' u art er," he 
figures. 
And if preventive maintenance 
and minor emergencies do not 
keep him busy, "I always have the 
ice machine in B dorm to take 
apart and clean," Schwenk said. 
"There's never really any time 
when I have nothing to do." 
Schwenk said he is busiest 
during breaks and the summer 
quarter. "I get two work-study 
students to help me," he 
elaborated. "We like to go into 
the suites and do everything at 
once. There will never be a slack 
period." 
Sometimes Schwenk's duties 
require solving problems. 
"There was a lot of mold and 
mildew in these suites (C dorm)," 
he said. "We've theorized that 
vents aren't working properly in 
the bathrooms and the steam has 
been getting into the rooms." 
Another innovation involved 
drilling holes in light fixtures to 
prolong their life. "That saves the 
school a little money," Schwenk 
said. 
Since Schwenk is FTU'.s only 
permanent dorm maintenance 
man, he is · generally "on call" 
through his 8 a.m. to 4: 30 p.m. 
working day. "I keep a note on 
my door telling where I am." he 
said. 
Schwenk said he has few 
problems with valdalism. 
"I figure .5 per cent of the 
people are going to do something 
wrong. Maybe once a quarter I 
have to repair something 
someone has busted. You have to 
expect that," he explained. 
Since Schwenk is a retired Air 
Force officer he said is 
accustomed to working with 
young adults. "I have been 
working with people that age 
(rollege students) all my Jif~." 
.. 
--(" 
Mohs not demonstrations; just 
Knight fans tuned to WFTU 
. By KERRY FAUNCE 
Staff Writer 
The passageway betwee.n the snack bar and rest 
rooms was packed with people last Wednesday 
afternoon. Similar mobs were positioned in the 
Administration Building and library lobbies. 
From time to time shouts of anger would emanate 
from the. masses, at other times, cheering would 
evolve and beckon curious onlookers to investigate 
the disturbances. · 
At first glance, one might suspect a demonstration. 
But closer scrutiny would reveal the rebroadcast o( 
the FTU vs. Rollins basketball game at Winter Park 
High. The unruly mob was merely an ardent group of 
Knight fans. 
The FTU vs. Rollins match marked the sixth game 
to be video taped by a group of students from the 
rad i o - t e le vision ( RT V) division of the 
Communication Department. 
According to Phil Castriani, the project's 
producer, "We wanted to give the people who 
couldn't go to the games a chance to see the games." 
Castriani said the idea of televising basketball 
games had been around for a couple of years. "But no 
one was willing to produce or direct it," he explained. 
Jeff Fowler, a senior RTV major and WFI'U 
station manager, added, "Phil is the. one who put the 
idea into action." The first taped game was aired 
within two to three weeks after the Christmas break, 
he said. 
Castriani said the first step to taping a game is 
locating the equipment, which is usually spread · 
around the RTV studio in the library. The crew has to 
be ready to leave the studio by 5 p.m. if the game is to 
be played at Winter Park, earlier if the game is 
elsewhere. 
"It take~ a little over an hour to set up," Fowler 
sai4 Setting up includes laying audio and video 
cables, positioning cameras, assembling control 
panels and testing equipment. The announcers try to 
set up pre-game interviews with the coaches. "We are 
usually ready to go by 7: 15," he explained. 
The video tape rolls two minutes before the tipoff. 
Action is covered with two cameras, one in the 
bleachers the other on the floor. The crew consists of 
a video' tape/a~dio engineer a director/technical 
director, a floor director and three commentators. 
"We can get by with six persons," Fpwler said, "but it 
nice to have eight or nine." 
The commentators begin preparation for a game 
tw-:> to three days before th~ game. 
Fowler, the "play by play" announcer, said he 
cli s newspaper articles about the teams, gets 
statistics sheets and studies team press books. Then, 
"I pull up a typewriter and list relevant statistics on 
lead players. Most of it I don't use. But it is a lot of 
help." 
Larry Blustein, the '1color" announcer, said he 
prepares for a game by compiling player background 
and high school information. "I have to read a lot of 
material on the teams," he explained. "My job is to 
fill in after a basket." 
Together, the announcers explain to viewers what 
is happening, who is doing it and why they are on the 
. court. The third announc~r provides floor coverage 
during the halftime and interviews coaches and key 
players. 
"We try to be as impartial as possible," Fowler 
explained, "and give credit where credit is due." 
Despite all precautions, problems are bound to 
occur. The Rollins vs. FTU game at Rollins College 
proved to be the biggest challenge. 
"It was impossible to hear ourselves," Fowler said. 
"Then the second half <,>f the game we ran out ot tape 
and had to use the end of the first real" he added. 
"Some people don't understand what we're 
doing," Fowler continued as he cited problems 
experienced whtn getting pe.rmission to tape the 
Rollins game. "And we haven't always had the best 
positions. We got .in, but we had the band behind us," 
fie said. 
Other problems that can occur include poor cable 
connections, equipment malfunctions and cable 
shortages. 
After the game is recorded, the tape must be 
edited, and timed for breaks and commercials. This · 
process usually takes three to four hours. 
It requires a lot of time to tape a game, but it is a 
lot of fun, Fowler said. "The whole thing is 
voluntary." 
Games are aired Wednesday afternoons over 
monitors in the library, Village Center and 
Administration buildings. They are also broadcast 
Tuesday evenings over Channel 13 cablevision. 
ON CAMPUS CHILD 
CARE & COMPLETE 
EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMMING. 
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LEO A. MALETIE recently took first place for . individual 
display in the 1975 Florida Engineering Society Engineering 
Fair . 
DIFFERENT is one description for this unusual view of the 





LOCATED NEXT TO CAMPUS POLICE 
·cALL NOW & RESERVE A 
SPACE FOR YOUR CHILD 
275-2824 
OFFICE OF THE DE/iN OF WOMEN 
Theater review· Future 
·celebration Mime: . 'kaleidoscope of talent' 
By ANNE MERRI'IT 
Staff Writer 
Three years. ago, Tony 
Montanaro, a respected mime 
who s tu.died under Marcel 
Marceau, bought 10 acres of an 
apple orchard in South Paris, 
Maine. 
Montan;µ-o had a dream. A 
dream that rapidly became a 
reality. His .dream was to form a 
center for exploration and 
experimentation in the field of 
performing arts. 
Today, he is. the sponsor of 
Celebration Mimes, a hig_hly 
successful eight member touring 
company. 
Celebration Mime, described 
as a "kaleidoscope of talent" 
performed at FTU Thursday 
Feb. 26. Their Appearance was 
sponsored by the Village Center 
Board's Cultural Events 
Committee 
Approximately 300 persons 
viewed the troup's act and were · 
entertained by a dazzling 85 
minute performance of 
vaudeville, impressions, song, 
silence, absurdity and satire. 
The Celebration Mime 
entourage began their FTU 
performance with "American 
College," a 26 minute rendition 
of American life in the 20th 
century. It embraced all aspects 
of American life from serious 
topics of accidents, deaths and 
assassinations to competitive 
sports . Brother-sister 
relationships, school boy 
crushes, rollercoaster rides, busy 
city streets and cheerleading 
were all highlighted. 
From "American Collage," 
Photo by Mike Padgett 
CELEBRATION MIME electrified their audience with a dazzling display of gymnastics, 
impressions, song and dance at their recent FTU performance. 
celebration Mime proceeded into But perhaps the most 
kn act about a farmer and his entertaining act of the entire 
~truggle to turn an unproductive evening was a skit titled 
field into a productive one. To "Adventures at a Boys' Summer 
see people transformed into Camp." It brought back 
tractors, horses, and roosters was memories of summer cahip-the 
an undescriable phenomenon. fear or the camp bully, toasting 
"Work: A Study in marshmellows before an open 
Efficiency;" a parody of Eve and fire, ghost stories, and bug 
the apple in the Garden of Eden; sprays. The act ended with the 
and a fable, "'The Image of a classic line, "Mom, do I have to 
Lost Soul" followed. go?" 
For those who missed 
Celebration Mime's 
performance, they missed one of 
the best events brought to FTU 
by the Village Center Cultural 
Events Committee. 
Celebration Mime's Central 
Florida tour is over, but they 
will return next year. Anyone 
who has the opportunity to see 
Celebration Mime should. They 
won't be disappointed. 
Music Foruln Series 
hosts Polk college choir 
The FTU Department of 
Music is hosting the Polk 
Community College Choir, at 4 
p.m. Tuesday, March 9 in 'the 
Rehearsal Hall. The choir is 
being presented as a feature of 
the FTU Music Forum Series. 
Polk Community College 
Choir will sing compositions 
ranging from Palentrina and 
J osq uin des Prez to such 
contemporary American 
composers as Delio Joio, 








FTU and Rollins College are 
sponsoring a concert starring 
Livingston Taylor, Sunday, 
March 7 in Enyart Field House 
at Rollins. 
Taylor, brother to . popular 
recording artist James Taylor, 
describes his own music as "folk 
jazz style with a pinch of 
rhythm and blues and country." 
He is currently working on his 
fourth album. 
The show opens at 8 . p.m. 
with local guitar and dulcimer 
' player Vernon Hall. 
Tickets will be available at 
the VC Box Office today. 
Students with IDs will be 
admitted free and general 
admission is $2. 
Don't miss the special 
exhibition and sale of original 
oriental art to be presented in 
the VC Multipurpose · Room 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday. 
The show is brought to FTU by 
Marson Ltd. of Baltimore, 
Maryland. It includes a wide 
range of Oriental art and 
literature, both contemporary 
and dating back to the 17th 
century. 
This weeks ' movie, "The New 
Centurians," stars George C. 
Scott and Stacy Keach. 
The movie will be shown at 
8: 30 tonight and Sunday in the. 
VCAR. It is a violent, brutal, 
realistic tale of police work in 
Los Angeles which captures an 
authenticity about police work 
rarely found in police films. 
a•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ . . 
Have your · payroll check 
DEPOSITED DIRECT 
in your checking account· 
IN THE 
Photo by Alan Geeslin 
THE S.O.M.F. CITY BAND entertained the lunch crowd on 
the VC Green last Tuesday. The rock group was sponsored 
by the Village Center Cultural Events Committee. 
.\78.JTHE CITIZENS BANK 
Channel 24 to air 
Festival ·76 
Channel 24 will present 
Festival '76, a potpourri of 
special programs designed to 
show viewers the potentials of 
public television from March 7 
to 21. 
Highlights of the promotion 
include five Laurel and Hardy 
films never before shown on 
American television. These will 
air at 7 p.m. March 8 to 12. 
The widely acclaimed 
Frederico Fellini film "La 
Strada" will be featured at 
10:40 p.m. Thursday, March 11. 
"The Rise and Fall of the 
CIA," a hard-hitting 
documentary examining the 
history of the organization, will 
be televised at 8:20 p.m. 
Tuesday, March 9. 
• Other presentations include 
"Hamlet" shown at 10:45 p.m. 
Sunday, March 14, and "Birth 
Without Violence," an intriguing 
look at the new child-delivery 
method, to air at 10:30 p.m. 
Thursday, March 18. 
'~ OF OVIEDO 
SIGN UP NOW l.NTHE PAYROLL DEPT. 
Administration Building - 3rd Floor 
FREE · CHECKING· WITH 
Gloo MINIMUM BALAN~ 
156 GlNEVA DilVE' MEMBER ·FD1c· .. ov·IEDO, FlORfDA 
;.. .. ~~ -!'.~~.~~~~~- ... ~~..!J~!'.~ .. 'l~~~-'t.!tt~..8..!. .... !U!..!t:-~· ... •~"!•_··'!'~·~~)tP•i-••• .... •-*•·--····• .. '••r. 
. .. 
... 
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Movie review 
Fine acting, stark '.realism 
·cuckoo's Nest' hallmarks 
By RANDY NOLES 
Managing Editor 
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest," the Milos Forman 
directed tragic-comedy starring 
perennial Oscar nominee Jack 
Nicholson , may well be the best 
movie of the year, 
Based on Ken Kesey's 1962 
novel, allegedly written between 
midnight and dawn when Kesey 
was working as an aid in the Palo 
Alta Vieteran's Hospital, (if one 
believes publicity releases)i the · 
film is a powerful, poignant 
restatement of the old 
''man - against-the-system" 
theme, set appropriately: in the 
epressing confines of a mental 
institution. 
Nicholson stars as McMurphy, 
the brash, crude, not-so-crazy 
individual who somehow 
manages to have himself 
committee to a madhouse, 




By BETTY NAIL 
ARIES-Be guided by the voice 
of experience. Losses suffered 
from taking reckless risks could 
mount up. 
TAURUS-Friends can be of -
special value to you when you 
require mature advice, but watch 
out as soon as. money or 
personal possessions come in. 
GEMINI-Keep within our 
limitations. Trying for more wiH 
most likely end in much less. 
CANCER-Whether you are 
right or wrong, it would be an 
error of major importance to 
challenge authority in any form. 
A sure hand and a quiet voice 
are your keys to success. 
LEO-Much of what you are 
doing may be exposed for 
every body to see praise or 
criticize. Don't decide in haste. 
VIRGO-Taking a serious view 
of life. Romance could provide a 
surpr1s1ng but happy 
development and give the future 
a new turn. 
LIBRA-Although the climb 
upward is rugged and creates 
aggressive enemies it must be 
pursued. Make no commitments 
of a -long-range nature of which 





and landlubbers ~' · alikemayfind 
a leew•rd haven 
h!re 
one and tWo bedroom 
apartments. o,ne 
bedJ:GOlll townhouses with 
IOfty sleeping qwrters 
Pro• $150 
F.ast Aloma and Hall Road 
•tis here you can rest 
your dinghy 
678-2223 
himself to his fellow patients by 
means of clandestine fishing 
trips, drunken parties, and 
b a c k r o o m g a m b 1 i n· g . 
Unorthodox therapy, perhaps, 
but highly effective. 
Nicholson, an international 
superstar with such films as 
"The Last Detail," 
"Chinatown," "Five Easy 
Pieces," and "The Fortune" to 
his credit, is ideally cast. The 
sup porting roles, particularly 
Louise Fletcher as the 
detestable, hardnose 
establishmentarian Nurse 
Ra tched (also .an Oscar · 
candidate) are well handled. 
Mrs. Fletcher's role as the icy 
nurse is, of course, unlikely to 
win the actress much· audience 
love and sympathy, but she is 
nonetheless a highly effective 
villi an. 
Other standouts include 
Danny De Vito as Martini, 
Sydney Lassick as Cheswick, 
SCORPIO-Remain free of all 
cares and obsessions and things 
will turn out all right. Worrying 
will only bring about what you 
fear mos.t. 
SAGITTARIUS-Friends who 
have the years and worlds of 
experience behind them could 
be invaluable when it comes 
down to obtaining practical 
advice. Don't upset good 
domestic relations. 
CAPRICORN-It seems as if you 
may be having a hard time 
keeping up with or coping with 
the competition. Rely on your 
own judgment and wide 
experience. 
AQUARIUS-Job changes or 
altered living habits could prove 
adverse to your long-range 
interests. Go out of your way to 
prevent friction and discord in 
all areas. 
PISCES-Going over your plans 
one more time won't hurt. Do 
what you can to restore further 
harmony within the family. 
~ 
~ Arounrl. __ UP at 
William Redfield as Harding, and 
most notably Brad Dourfas as 
Billy Bibbit, the stuttering, 
sexually frustrated, 
mo the r-dominated young 
inmate. 
Will Samson also shines in a 
pivital role as the silent, hulking 
Indian Chief. 
Director Forman has stuck to 
original novel down to the most 
minute detail, and actually 
filmed the movie inside the walls 
of the Oregon State Mental 
In sti tu ti on, utilizing hospital 
staff and patients in technical 
and supporting cast roles. The 
stark realism that is the film's 
hall mark is certainly no 
accident. 
It is a rare film that can evoke 
from an audience the range of 
emotions, from joy and hope, to 
utter horror. "One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo's Nest" succeeds 
because it boasts not only a fine 
cast, but a flawless script and a 
director who obviously has a feel 
for his material. 
R. P. McMURPHY {JACK NICHOLSON) contemplates the 
challenge of the institutional wire fence that confines him in 




(J(]~§(]UJ'if § FRI. & SAT. 
LIVE! r ~i> \ <..,J'p., ~~BROUHAHA ~1 
One of the hottest trio's from Gainesville 
Also 
'CYCLONE MALONE 
Blue grass & Folk Rock 
don.'t miss this great 
show! 
525 PARK AVE. 




~ 'MUSIC SHACK ~ THIS COUPON WORTH 
RECORDS -e TAPES e GUITARS ~ $1.00. 1Quil ~rralrhi~l BANJOS e UKES e MANDOLINS 
"~ all ihr ~01111rl! *3.00 SHEET MUSIC e ACCESSORIES ~ TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF ·.._;·--/:. / 
~ "" - ~ ),1 - GUITAR REPAIR SERVICE - Mt/ SET OF ~ ...... I ·~. ~_r. ~1~ .... ( TOWARDS 
- GIBSON WARRANTY CENTER.:._ ourrAI STRINGS ~ ~ ·j,,._ 
I ~ · • :. THE PURCHASE e YOUR LOCAL MUSIC CENTER e FREE ESTIMATE OF AN1 DIAMOND >~ PHONOCRAPH NEEDLE BUTLER PLAZA QN OUttAR R~PAIRS I 
1429 E. SEMORAN BLVD. '~ Bring in fll' oW · ·lllldle CASSELBERRY UTHORIZ~D GWSON - EPIPHON 
1j ~ FREE INSPECTION FLORIDA. WARRANTY REPAIR I 
678-t765 D 1}fgU_¥~ 31, 19_!61 · 1: 
... 
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CALENDAR 
OF EVENTS 















Delta Sigma Theta 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Student Accounting 
Society 




Alpha Phi Omega 
Tyes Alumni 
Reception 
Zeta Tau Alpha 






9 am.-10 a.m. 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
12 am.-1 p.m. 
1 p.m.-2 p.m. 
2 p.m.-4 p.m. 
7 p.m.-11 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 6 
9 am. -=-6 p.m. 
9 am.--6 p.m. 
Noon-4 p.m. 
2 p.m.-7 p.m. 
7 p.m.-11 p.m. 
6 p.m.-12 mid. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 7 
1 p.m.-6:30 p.m. 
1 p.m.-5 p.m. 
I 
4: 30-8: 30 p.m. 
MONDAY, MARCH 8 
9am.-5p.m. 
9 am. -10 p.m. 
Student Government 3 p.m.-5 p.m. 
EAS Committee 
VCB Cinema Committee 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Little Sisters 
Karate Lessons 
VC Photo Class 
Willfams· Quartet 
Rehearsal 









VC & SG Pep rally 





Alpha- Phi Omega 
Karate Lessons 





VC Cultural Events 
Christian Fellowship 
5 p.m. -6: 30 p.m. 
6 p.m. -8 p.m. 
6 p.m.-10 p.m. 
7 p.m.-11 p.m. 
7 p.m. -9 p.m. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 9 





1 p.m. -3 p.m. 
4 p.m.-5 p.m. 
4 p.m.-5 p.m. 
4 p.m.-6 p.m. 
6 p.m. -8 p.m. 
7 p .. m. -8: 30 p.m. 
7 p.m. -11 p.m. 
7 p.m. -11 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.-11 p.m. 










































WEDNESDAY, MARCH _10 
United Campus 11 am.-lp.m. SCI 115 
Ministry 
Bible Study 
VCB Black Student 11 a.m. -Noon VC200 
Union Committee 
Meeting 
APO Boy Scouts 4 p.m.-6 p.m. VC214 
Karate Lessons 6 p.m. -8 p.m. Multipurpose 
VC Photo Class 6 p.m.-10 p.m. VC212 
Tri-Delta 6 p.m. -8 p.m. GCB 114 
APO Favors 7 p,m.-9 p.m. VC214 
William Quartet 7 p.m.-11 p.m. VC211 
Rehearsal 
Christian Fellowship 7: 30 p.m. -9 p.m. VC200 
Lambda Chi Alpha 8: 30 p.m. -9: 30 p.m. GCB 102 
THURSDAY, MARCH 11 
VC Favors 9:30 am.-Noon VC200 
Girl Scouts 
Student Government 11 am.-Noon VC214 
Ad Hoc 
Qiptains Meeting Noon-1 p.m. VC200 
. Phi Chi Theta Noon-1 p.m . CB 114, 116 
Delta Sigma Pi Noon-1 p.m. GCB 103, llC 
SG Senate Meeting Noon-3p.m. VCAR 
. ..................... .. 
Skateboard ramp studied 
by cantpus contntittee 
iAPAil TMENTS! 
: in University i ! Highlands : 
i 2 Bdrm. furnished ! 
: Individual Students $62 mo.: i Couples $180 mo. . f 
; Including Water & Garbage = 
Skate boarding, the sport 
which has again gained 
popularity on FTU's campus, 
received a boost Feb. 11 when 
W. Rex Brown, vice-president 
for student affairs, asked the 
Recreation Committee to look 
into several campus sites to 
determine the feasibility · of 
having a skateboard incline 
constructed. 
:According to Brown, 
skateboarding has rapidly 
become widespread and popular, 
but is unpopular in the academic 
Debaters sweep 
UF tourney 
The FTU debate team sent 
five teams into eliminations and 
captured seven speaker awards at 
the recent University of Florida 
debate tournament. 
In the varsity division, Tom 
Marcinko, Bill Newnam and Pat 
Jerome placed among the top 
ten speakers. Jim Holmes, John 
Rankin and Regina Dillon placed 
among the top ten novice 
speakers. 
Rich Bloomquist and Stan 
Atkins reached quarter-finals in 
the varsity division as well as 
Tom Marcinko and Bill 
Newman. 
Varsity debaters Ed Foster 
and Pat Jerome finished in first 
place, defeating Catholic 
· University in the final round and 
winning the George Smathers 
trophy. 
Novice debaters John Rankin 
and Regina Dillion beat the 
University of Georgia in the final 
round to nab first place. 
HELP WANTED 
Needed-an attendant for 
wheelchair student. Mon. & 
Wed. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Spring quarter. Female 
only, $2.00 per hr. HFA 
Bldg. Call 27 3-8077 days 
and 851-2794 eves. Fran 
WANTED 
Need roommate. Male, 
upperclass man to share 
furnished, 2 story home in 
Oviedo. Approxima.tely 
$90. month covers 
expenses. Call 365-5225 or 
831-6442. 
A messy, non-smoking 
photographer looking for 
roommate for March 15 or 
shortly after to share 
apartment in Oviedo. The 
apartment has 2 bedrooms, 
dark-room, partially usable 
kit,chen, bathroom, A/C, 
carpeting and mostly 
furnished. I work nights and 
am rarely home. Oviedo is 5 
miles from FTU and 112 mile 
from Town House 
restaurant - best in central 
Florida. Call 365-5515, 
keep trying. 
I:" FOR SALE 
Forced to sell '7 4 Honda 
CB 360. 1 owner, excellent 
condition. $820 or best 
offer. Call 275-2611. Ask 
for Anne wkdays or call 
areas of the university such as 
the ramps around the library. 
If the skateboard incline is 
built, skateboarding would 
become legal on campus. 
t . • 
• 894-2970 or • 
• • 
: 671-.SOO 1 : 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
A position exists ·for one person 
EMPLOYER: The State of Florida 
LOCATION: Computer Laboratory Naval Training _ 
Equipment Center Orlando, Florida 
DUTIES: Proramming (analysis and coding) 
the XDS Sigma 7 and various mini 
computers in FORTRAN and assembly 
language for scientifjc applications 
(numerical computations and graphics) 
and for syst~m software generation 
and maintenance. 
REQUIREMENTS: Person available for at least two 
.years. Therefore prefer a junior or a 
heginning graduate student. Some 
Calculus helpful. 
HOURS: 211 hours/week when school in session 
4li /weeks at 40 hours/week at 
other times 
CONTACT: Dr. David W. Abbtt Abbott. Psych logy 
Dept., i15-2216 If interested make 
appointment and bring resume. 
644-3756 nights and 
weekends. 
For sale or rent-FI'U, 436 · 
area. 2 bdrm., large living 
room, dining room, fire 
place, fenced yard, BBQ, 
washer, dryer. Small down, 
assume mortgage or rent 
with option to buy. For 
info, call 273-9583 or 
894-5036. 
Forced to sell my '69 
Pontiac Tempest. Leaving 
USA. Price negotiable. 
Bucket seats, power steering 
and is in good condition. 
27 3-3916 or 628-0776. 
Kolonne. 3730 Alafaya 
Trail, Orlando. 32807 
FTU area ~ 2 story spruiish 
home for sale. 3 bdrms., 2¥2 
baths, - extra large living, 
dining, family, 
eat-in-kitchen, custom 
drapes, central H/A. 
Secluded 1 acre wooded lot 
on small lake. By owner. 
Near Lake Georgia 
671-3839. 
Close to ITU - 4 bdrm., 2 
bath, family room, central 
heat/air. Large yard, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher, 
refrigerator, utility shed. 
$ 3000 down, assume 
mortgage. Call for 
appointment 275-~81 7. 
FOR RENT 
Nice 2 bedroom duplex, in 
Oviedo. Dishwasher, 
garbage disp., utility 
carport. Call 298-2703. 
SERVICES 
Quilting classes Thurs. 
9: 30-11: 30. 6 wk. course 
starts March 11 $20 Call 
Jane Jones 349-5665. 
Babysitting - Evenings and 
weekends, FTU area and 
east side Orlando, 
references, Call Carol, 
~94-7814, 275-1607. 
TYPING - Student priced. 
Term papers, reports, thesis 
FTU grad student - well 
experienced. Call 671-7352. 
TYPIST - Experienced in 
all phases ~ of work. IBM 
Selectric for professional 
results. Paper supplied. On 
campus until noon. Please 
call Susie Weiss after 1: 00 
at 678-3481. 
TYPING - Extensive 
experience in term papers, 
business letters & thesis. 
Fast and accurate, 





THE STRETCH OF SKY between the library and General . Classroom Building is 
illuminated by a strea·k of lightning during Monday electrical storm. 
Photos by Fred Sommer 
MAN MADE ELRCTRICITY sets off an eerie, but equally beautiful glow in the sky in 
front of the library. 
Believe it or not 
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DEPRESSION: 
Everyone has ups and downs; 
when the downs last, get help 
By HOLLY CRISWELL 
Staff Writer 
Can't sleep? Feel dejected and unable to concentrate? No appetite? 
Could be you are suffering from situational depression, according to 
FTU Health Services Director Dr. Edward Stoner. 
Stoner said to brood over your condition and refuse to face it and · 
seek help is "just not using common horse sense. The longer you 
brood the deeper it gets." 
Stoner explained, "situation depression," a condition caused by 
stressful situations, is common at FTU and all universities. 
"A day doesn't go by without a few students coming in because 
they feel tense or depressed," he said. 
Stoner said there are few cases of true depression without anxiety 
at FTU. Depression and anxiety, he explained, are the "ups and 
downs everyone experiences at one time or another." It is when the 
downs start to dominate a persons mood it is time to seek help, he 
added. 
The college atmosphere, according to Stoner, is particularly 
conducive to situational depression. 
"There is a lot of group pressure at a college," he said. '(College is a 
stressful situation from the first day all the way to exams, which is the 
peak stress time because everything is depenaent on good grades." 
Procrastination, said Stoner, is the crux of depression in college 
students. He said it is "preventablel" since all that is necessary to 
avoid it is to "put your priorities in order and don't put off until 
tomorrow what you should do today." 
Stoner added that romantic break-ups are another big cause of the 
situational depression FTU students have. He said it is imperative the 
student make an effort to "bounce back" and not internalize these 
depressed feelings. 
Internalization, he said, is where the danger of deeper depression 
lies. By not making a concentrated effort to face those depressed 
feelings, regardless of their origin, a person can slip into a deeper, 
more psychoneurotic dep.ression. Or, according to Stoner, "the whole 
thing can go right off on you," meaning, he said, the person may act 
irrationally in a sudden, explosive effort to cast off the feeling. 
When the student reaches a point where he feels "that there is no 
hope, the outlook is cloudy," the student should seek help, said 
Stoner. 
When a student goes to the Health Center with feelings of 
depression or anxiety, Stoner said he "plays it by ear." He added, 
"there are everyday drugs we can use to try and help the student 
cope." 
Stoner said true depression, one which has gone deeper than the 
more common situational depression, usually has an organic base. 
There are, he said, physiological causes to true depression because 
certain chemical imbalances are the root of the problem. He·explained 
these cases are very rare at FTU-and are referred to psychiatrists in the 
area 
Since most situational depression on college campuses is 
preventable, Stoner said most can be helped by self-effort or 
concerned friends. 
"You have to get the spark reujuvenat"ed and tl;lat takes a while," 
he said. 
Sewage .plant gffers serene atmosphere 
By ANNE MERRITT · 
Staff Writer 
N es tied in the southeast 
corner of FTU's campus, among 
vegetable gardens, rose beds and 
picnic grounds is an institution 
that provides a valuable service to 
the university. Yet, few people 
know about it. 
The institution is the sewage 
treatment plant. Dan Abbott is 
the supervisor. 
Abbott does not strike one as 
being the typical college 
admin.-istrator. He is kind, 
bespectacled and readily available 
to students wantirtg to talk to 
him. 
He is the possessor of a quick 
wit and is friendly to all. It is 
obvious Abbott has a good 
working relationship with the 
eight persons he supervises and 
jokingly tells his employes, 
"Don't do anything I wouldn't 
do." 
When Abbott's sewage plant ' 
Photo by Alan Geeslin 
SUPERVISER DAN ABBOTT explains to Futme reporter 
Anne Merritt about the stock holding pond. The pond is 
stocked with fish and is used by some science majors for 
experiments. 
wins awards, as it does 
frequently, Abbott lets his 
employees take all the honors. "I 
love to have the boys get the 
awards. I let the boys accept them 
because I can't do anything' 
without them," he explained. 
The plant is attractively 
landscaped-·-most of which is 
done by Abbott and his men 
usin'.g a method Abbott describes 
as "cutting and scrounging." 
The sewage plant has picnic 
grounds that are open to faculty 
and s tuderHs. "The secretaries 
' come down here every once in a 
while and eat lunch," said 
Abbott. 
Abbott and his rrien recently 
won a safety award for not having 
any lost time due to accidents, 
collecting a total of 118,000 
hours without an accident on the 
job. 
The sewage building itself is 
small and not very decorative. 
Wheh one walks in, one is greeted 
by walls covered with plaques, 
certificates and flags the FTU 
sewage plant has accumulated 
over the past eight years. 
The plant began operating 
June 1, 1968, four months before 
classes began. It occupies 10 
acres, with an additional twelve 
for spray irrigation. The sewage 
plant is considered one of the 
finest, most modern and versatile 
systems for treating sewage in 
Florida. 
In February, Abbott -was 
elected "Man of the Year" by 
Region 11 of the Florida Water 
and Pollution Control Operators 
Association. The award is given 
annually to a member of the 
association who h.as ·done the 
most . during the year toward 
helping "both to upgrade and to 
help to upgrade the individuaJ 
members therein." 
In announcing the award, 
"The inflow," newspaper of the 
association, said Abbott "has 
constantly .. .,.put more time and 
effort into the region and to 
helping each and any member of 
the region than could be expected 
of anyone . . . A more fitting 
person for the first Outstanding 
Member Award could not have 
been chosen . .. " 
Photo by Alan Geeslin 
SEWER TREATMENT PLANT WORKERS show a 
scattering of the many awards they have won. (Left to 
right) Bob Elgin, Earl Newman, Henry Kiesel, Justus Cox, 
R. L. Burnett, Robert Gidday, Mark Himes, superviser Dan 
Abbott and Ron Voll. 
) ·' .. -i't .. • ;, ..\ ... ... A- .. J ' ,.l 
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Regio.nals, here 
4th ranked men 
go to Chattanooga 
By DON COBLE 
Special Writer 
Next stop, Chattanooga. 
The Knights, ranked fourth by the NCAA, will 
join Florida Sunshine State Conference co-member 
Rollins, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 
and the winn.er of the South Atlantic Conference 
tournament in the NCAA Division II Southern 
Regional playoff. It will be held ·at the Maclellan 
gymnasium on the UT-Chattanooga campus. 
The tourney will be staged March 11 and 12, and 
will send the winner to the National Championship 
playoffs. 
FTU sends an awesome scoring punch of Bennie 
Shaw and Bo Clark. Shaw, a 6-foot-1 gl:.lard, has 
averaged 25.3 points per game, while Clark has hit 
at a 23.2 per game clip. _ -
It is unlikely that Florida Tech will meet Rollins 
in the openiQg round of the tournament. Th_e 
Knights' stiffest test should come in the initial night 
against UT-Chattanooga or the winner of the South 
Atlantic Conference Tournament, which will be 
played tonight. 
Armstrong State won the South Atlantic 
Conference in the regular season, however, only the 
winner of the tournament will advance to the 
Regional contest. West Geodia should give 
Armstrong State its stiffest competition in the 
battle for the playoff berth. 
On the other hand, UT-Chattanooga is already in 
the tourney. They come in with a 19-7 record, 
which included wins over South Florida at home 
and highly-touted Dayton on the road. 
Th e h o s t f r o m Tenn es.see p u t up four 
double-figure scorers. Wayne Golden, a 6-foot-5 
forward leads the attack with a 15-plus average· per 
Edge wins two 
game. Golden lead Louisville Shawnee High School 
to the Kentucky State Championship in 1973, 
where he compiled All-American honors. He is 
joined by William Gordon (5-foot-10 guard), Kevin 
Gray (6-foot-2 guard and Gary Stich (6-foot-8 
center). Gordon averaged 15 marks per outing, with 
Gray and Stick contributing 14 and 10.4 points 
respectively. 
Then there's Rollins. 
The sixth-ranked Tars received word Tuesday of 
the at-large birth. Head coach Ed Jucker brings his 
famous "Cinncinnati Kids" (Steve Heis, Tom 
Klusman, and Bruce Howland) to the tourney with 
an 18-5 slate which included a pair of losses to FTU. 
The Knights clinched the Sunshine Conference 
spot in the Regionals with that second loss, a 95-78 
overtime decision. 
Florida Tech added a final win in the regular 
season over St. Leo Thursday night, with a lopsided 
105-85 victory. 
Sh aw led the scoring barrage with 35 points, 
while teammate Clark chipped in 32. 
The win was the 18th straight for Torchy Clark's 
Knights, and closed FTffs initial year in the 
Sunshine Conference at a perfect 10-0 mark. 
"Il was a terrible game," Knight assistant Ray 
Ridenous said "Ron Shumate from Chattanooga 
(head coach at UT-Chattanooga) was there to watch 
us, but we certainly didn't give him much to go on. 
We really looked bad, and I think he knows we play 
better basketball than that." 
Shumate echoed Ridenour's remarks by stating, 
"I don't think they (FTU) were really pushed too 
much by this St. Leo team. I'm sure they didn't get 
to be 20-3 by playing like I saw them tonight." 
Calvin Lingelbach popped in 12 points, while 
Jerry Prather grabbed a game high 12 rebounds. 
Baseballers at 3-1 
I Future 
The FTU nine are off t;o a good 
start as the Knights posted a 3-1 
record during the first week of 
play . 
Last week after their initial 
win over Bethune-Cookman 
behind a sparkling · effort from 
All-American Sam Swanger, the 
Knights traveled to Daytona 
Beach to win their second game 
over Bethune 6-3. 
Stan Edge, in his first win of 
the season struck out nine 
scattering eight hits. H~ 
Johnson, a right-hander out of 
Rockledge, got credit for the 
save. 
The Knights' biggest problem 
in the early going has been leaving 
men on base. Against Bethune, 
FTU left nine men on base while 
collecting seven hits, two each 
from Brad Hurd and Mike Miller 
the freshman third baseman fro~ 
St. Cloud. Miller also picked up 
three RBis in the con test. 
The Knights traveled to 
Tampa over the weekend and 
were shut out by South Flmida · 
4-0. Swanger picked up his first 
loss as the Brahamns' Gary Smith 
leaned hard on the senior hurler, 
tagging Swanger for three hits, 
and two -runs, including a homer 
in the sixth inning. 
The Knights had five hits in 
the game, but again had trouble 
scoring as they left seven men 
stranded on the bags. 
At Tinker Field earlier this 
week, the Knights hosted 
Belmont College from Nashville, 
Tenn. The first game of the series 
was washed out, but the Knights 
collected a 4-3 win in the second 
game. Fortunately for the 
Knights, Belmont had loaded the 
bases in the sixth inning when the 
game was called because the rain 
had made the field unplayable. 
Sophomore catcher Bob 
Ramsey led the Knights' attack 
with a three-run blast in the first 
inning. On the evening. FTU got 
seven hits, but was still plaqued 
with men stranded as the Knights-
left nine. 
Stan Edge picked up his 
second win while going the 
distance and striking out four. 
The Knights played at St. Leo 
earlier in the week and face 
Columbia University at 1:30 
p.m., Sunday afternoon at Winter 
Park's Harper-Sheppard Field. 
T-shirts 
now on sale 
T-shirts proclaiming FTU's 
basketball dominance in the 
Sunshine State Conference will 
go on sale today in ADMIN 350. 
The -shirts bear the slogans, 
"FTU, Sunshine State 
Conference Champions" and 
"FTU, No. 1." 
Softball tryouts c. 
for women held 
Women's varsity softball 
tryouts will take place March 8 to 
12. For more information call 
275-2871 or stop by GCB 108. 
* * * 
SPORTS 
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RICK DOMBROWSKI 
PETE BERKERY 
DA VE ALBERTS 
we co.me 
LADY CAGERS Kristy 
Boston (above) and Cynthia 
Young get their game in 
shape for this week's 




If only Flagler College 
hadn't been there. Though ts 
from the women's basketball 
team after a second defeat at 
the hands of Flagler in last 
week's state tournament in 
Tampa. 
However, the Knights 
finished as the second best 
team in the state ahead of 
Rollins, St. Leo, the 
University of Tampa, and 
&kerd College. The ladies 
finished the contest with 
two victorie.s, both over 
Rollins and. two losses to the 
Flagler girls, the final, a 
59-44 whipping that cost 
them the championshif>. 
Yesterday, the Knights 
starting scrapping for the 
regional title in Jackson, 
Miss. The to.urney will 
continue until tomorrow. 
Five other teams will be 
battling for the coveted title, 
including Barry College, 
Troy State, Alabama State, 
and arch-rival Flagler. 
Lady cagers include 
Kristy Boston, Cindy Henry, 
Renny Smith, Kathy 
Stilwell, Terri Ray, Cynthia 
Young and Ten-y Invesdal. 
3 FTU grapplers 
in national tourney 
By MARK HESS 
Staff Writer 
The FTU wrestling squad ended their season last week with a 
sparkling 10-3-2 record, the best finish the grapplers have had in their 
brief five year stint. But for th'ree of FTU's premier matmen, the real 
season is yet to come. 
On Wednesday morning, Rick Dombrowski, Dave Alberts and Pete 
Berkery took a plane to Fargo, N.D. , for the Division II wrestling 
championships. Each man will face 31 other grapplers in their weight 
class with the first six placers being honored with All-American titles 
and the top two finishers going on to the NCAA finals. 
The Knights were led this _season by 150-pounder Dombrowski. The 
freshman grappler won the Florida collegiate wrestling title and finished 
with a 24-2 slate. Dave Alberts, a sophomore, will be wrestling in the 177 
pound class. Alberts posted an 18-5 record on the year and finished 
second in the state. 
Heavyweight Peter Berkery is the. third Knight who -will take the 
journey to North Dakota. Berkery finished second in the state finals and 
finished the season at 18-4. 
Each of the wrestlers had to qualify for the national tourney by 
winning 60 per cent of their matches during the reqular season. "We're 
all physically fit," Berkery said. "It1s just a matter of getting mentally 
ready." · 
The trip to the finals is a first for all three wrestlers. And the 
competition will be rough as each weight class will feature at least two 
men who placed in last year's finals. "I'm not scared," Alberts said 
smiling. "I just hope to do well." 
Head coach Jerry Gergley said the finals would be a good 
opportunity for the three matman. "It's a good way for the university to 
get some recognition," Gergley said. He added it could help the school 
receive national rankings in later years if FTU could place this year. 
Sinceis initial season fi.ve years ago, Gergley has compiled a 43-25-3 
record at FTU. 
The wrestling squad finished the sesason last week splitting their last 
two matches with a loss against Florida and a 21-15 win over Florida 
International University. 
In the Florida match, only Dombrowski and John Theders at 158 
could muster wins over the powerful Gators. 
Against FTU, the Knights easily controlled the entire match, winning 
the 118 pound class and the 134 pound group to build a 12-3 lead, 
Dombrowski then added a 3-0 decision and Theders followed to build 
the Knights bulge to twelve, 18-6. FIU pulled within six at one point, 
but junior Al Lloyd won the 190 pound class 3-0 to give the Knights 
their tenth win of the season. 
.. . 
...... 
Although other schools struggle 
Athletic equality 
on way at FTU 
By STEVE ISHAM 
Staff Writer 
Al though many universities 
are struggling to apply federal 
anti-discrimination laws relating 
to athletics, FTU appears on the 
way to a rather smooth transition 
of athletic equality. 
Last July, the Office of Civil 
Rights ordered all colleges and 
universities to even up their men's 
and women's ath_letics 
departments. The Title IX 
guidelines state that this must be 
accomplished at the end of three 
years, but it does not stipulate 
quotas, or fixed percentages for 
salaries, scholarships, and 
equipment, leaving the individual 
schools with the responsibility of 
interpreting and applying the law. 
At present, there are five 
intercollegiate men's sports on 
this campus, and Dr. John Powell, 
athletic director, says the plan is 
to create the same number of 
sports for women in the next two 
years. 
"We had no women's athletics 
''Th is year we added two 
women's sports ... Next year 
we plan to add one more 
sport then two the year 
after, bringing the total to 
five." 
-Dr. John Powell 
as of last year," Powell noted. 
''But this year we added two 
women's sports--volleyball and 
softball. Next year we plan to add 
one more sport and then two the . 
year after, bringing the t9tal to 
five." 
Lucy McDaniel, women's 
athletic coordinator at FTU, said 
she is pushing for the. women's 
basketball program to be the next 
in terco ll egia te sport on this 
campus.'· The following year she 
suggests that tennis be initiated 
along with another sport that has 
run on an extramural basis for at 
least one year. 
The College Press Service 
reports th-at women's collegiate 
athletic budgets have . grown 
colossally in the past year, but 
that they still only amount_ to a 
fr a c ti on o .f th e men's 
departments. 
At Kansas University, for 
instance, women's athletics 
received $9,300 in 1973. That 
total jumped to $132,000 this 
year, but the men's department 
was awarded more than $2 
million for their sports program. 
At FTU, men's sports are 
receiving about $175,000 this 
year, while the women get about 
$ 21, 0 0 0. Next year, however, 
with the addition of a new 
women's sport, Powell is going to 
recommend supplementary funds 
for women to bring the total 
slightly over $40,000. 
In reference to the budget 
disparity between the men's and 
women's programs, Miss 
MGDaniel argues that the women 
are entitled to a more equal 
distribution of funds. 
Powell noted that the law does 
not require the budgets to be 
equal but it does state that 
coaches having similar 
qualifications must be paid 
equally and that women must 
have the same right to facilities as 
men. 
Many women coaches across 
the nation are concerned about 
the possibility of women's sports 
adopting the pattern of men's 
athletics. · 
The University of Minnesota's 
women's athletic director 
·explained, "We don't want a 
carbon copy of the men's 
program. Women's sports are for 
the individual." · 
Miss McDaniel, vehemently 
, opposes the men's recruiting 
practices. "We will never use the 
NCAA recruiting techniques. We 
can't do it now and have no desire 
to do so," she commented. "In 
fact I would like to see the men 
adopt some of the women's 
rules." 
Dr. Powell but tressed these 
remarks. "Women have thought 
that recruiting was the downfall 
of men's sports. Right now there 
are laws prohibiting paid women 
recruiters." 
P o w e 11 e x p 1 a i n e d th at 
women's athletics will require less 
money for operation than the 
men's program because the ladies 
are capable of playing several 
sports now like the men used to 
years ago. 
He said that women are 
"generally good enough to play 
several sports if they receive an 
athletic scholars,h ip." This 
diversity will result in fewer 
women's scholarships, Powell 
predicted. 
But Miss McDaniel disagrees 
with Powell's scholarship theory. 
"In the very near future," she 
said "there will have to be a ruli~g made that will prohibit 
women from competing in two 
consecutive sports. " But she 
added that an athlete could 
part~cipate in a fall sport and a 
spring sport without any 
difficulty. 
The problem with the ladies 
playing so many sports, according 
to Miss McDaniel, is that they 
often miss too much practice in 
one of the sports. She said 
basketball practice began only 
four days before the first game 
because many of the girls were 
playing volleyball. 
All in all, both Dr. Powell and 
Miss McDaniel agree that a great 
deal of progress is being made, 
although the lat~er feels the pace 
is rather slow. 
Powell-projected sense of faith 
into the new ruling. 
"Philosophically, I agree with the 
Title IX legislation. We're (FI'U) 
young enough and new enough to 
make these changes. It's the big 
established schools that will have 
the trouble. Being new, we can 
live with it." 
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Bryant wins 
Gators heat Netters 
The defending S.E.C. tennis champions, University of Florida 
soundly defeated FTU, 7-2, overshadowing a brilliant performance by 
the Knights' Steven Bryant. 
Before a good-sized home crowd, the Knights could only manage a 
: doubles victory and Bryant's outstanding win over David Pressley, the 
No. 2 seed champion in the S. E. C. last year. 
Bryant's feat marked the first time in FTU's history that a Gator has 
fallen at the hands of an FTU player. Bryant showed excellent form and 
used an effective passing shot while posting scores of 6-4, 3-6, 6-3, to 
de feat his opponent. 
Coach Lex Wood was extremely pleased and enthusiastic about 
Bryant's performance. "Bryant showed exceptional fighting spirit," 
Wood praised. "It was an oustanding win for a sophomore over a 
senior." 
Toby Crable and Ian Harris were responsible for the other Knight 
victory, beating the Gators No. 1 doubles team, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. Coach 
Wood described the victory as "the greatest doubles win in FTU's 
history." 
The team's record now stands at three wins and four losses but three 
of the losses have come at the hands of Division I opponents. 
The Knights play Western Illinois this afternoon at home, and next 
week two Atlantic Coast ·Conference powers, Duke and Maryland, wil1 
be here to challenge the team. 































Gale-Ward & Winchester U Inc. 
19 £. llUIWU • P. I. HI HI • IYIEll, FLHllA 32715 • (315) H5·SHI 
Insurance Coverage With Confidence 
Auto Insurance RatJs Going Up? 
Want A Quote? 
See or Call Bill -Wol·fe 
or Harvey Winchest-r 
Your Local Independent ___ Agent~. 
You can share a furnished apartment . . . close. but not too close . . to FTU for only $65.00 a 
month including water, sewer and garbage. You can enjoy the pool ... free parties . . tennis 
... volleyball ... the rec . room . .. and laundry facililles . . in an atmosphere you alone create . 
ALAFAYA TRAIL 
APARTMENT·S 
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Continued from page 1 
York said there should be "a 
modest increase in graduate fees, 
using the additional money for 
waivers." Regent Chester 
Ferguson concurred, saying, "I 
think we should raise fees and 
give-more of it away." 
In other action: 
-The board endorsed the 
financing of land and fa<;ilities 
for the national Solar Energy 
REsearch .Institute if it is 
awarded to Florida. The costs to 
the BOR would be $10 to $12 
million. 
-A watered-9own proposal 
to require intercollegiate 
athletics intended primarily for 
the entertainment of spectators 
be self-sustaining was approved. 
The compromise proposal would 
allow funds to be taken from 
education and gen~ral monies, as 
long as there is approval of the 
regents. 
LJR contntittee to study 
constitutional revision 
By CHRIST MIKLER 
Staff Writer 
The Legislative, Judicial and 
Rules Committee (LJR), created 
last fall along with two similar 
Student . Senate committees, is 
working on revision of the FTU 
"Constitution of the Studen 
Body," which will _come soon 
before the full senate. 
Committee Chairman Laurie 
Botts explained the committee is 
currently on a "tight time scale" 
to complete the revision bill, 
saying there was still "much to be 
dorie." 
Basically, the .committee is 
trying to formulate an updated 
and better Constitution, 
according to Sen. Botts. 
The committee's function, 
according to the Senate Rules of 
Procedure, is "to amend, pass 
and/or reject measures pertaining 
to the Constitution, Statutes, and 
Rules of Procedure." They also 
"review the Constitution, 
Statutes, and Rules of Procedure 
and suggest possible amendments 
for these legal documents by. 
important committee business at 
the beginning of each Student 
Senate meeting:" Since many 
senators must leave meetings to 
attend classes, this would insure 





Students and faculty members 
wishing to enroll their children in 
FTU's new child care center may 
call Dean of Women Carol 
Wilson at 275-2824 for 
information. 
Initial priority for enrollment 
will be given to student pare·nts, 
but faculty . and staff parents 
may enroll their children if room 
is available. 
The present schedule calls for 
three time periods for child care: 
8 a.m.-11 a.m., 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. and 2 p.m. to ' 5 p.m. The 
center will open the first day of 
the spring quarter. 
-A graduate program in 
vocational education was 
approved for FTU. This would 
"meet the manpower needs in 
the area of vocational education 
for qualified and competent 
vocational educators and 
administrators" in the FTU area. 
-The board approved a plan 
for the building of a mass seating 
facility in Tallahassee. The costs 
for the $24 million facility will 
be shared by the BOR, 
Tallahassee and Leon County. 
. means of committee measures." Business 
college plans 
advisement 
Continued from page 3 
are paid for in the $160 per 
quarter charge for a double, 
fully furnished room, including 
. maid service once a week. 
However, all dorm residents 
are required to purchase meal 
cards each quarter. The cost of a 
meal card ranges· from $200 per 
quarter for the 10 meal plan 
(two meals a day, five days a 
week), to $224 per quarter for 
the 19 meal plan (three meals a 
day Monday through · Friday, 
with brunch and dinner non 
weekends.) 
One question to be answered 
by this project concerns the 
senate election statutes currently 
provided for in the Constitution. 
Should Senate elections be 
determined by majority vote, as is 
the current practice, or should it 
be de termlned by a plurality 
vote? 
Another problem the 
committee is working on deals 
with whether or not to put all 
The College of Business 
Administration will hold evening 
advisement for night students on 
March 9 until 8 p. m. 
DRUG PHONE 365-5601 STORE 
OPEN 9 A.M. - 7 P.M. MON.· SAT 
Just a few minutes from F.T.U. 
WELCOME F.T.U. STUDENTS AND FACULTY! 
We are here to.serve your needs for 
Better Health -- Cosmetics - Beauty Aids. 
Greeting Cuds - Photo Supplies - Gifts '•Ill• 
•
. OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER 8ANKAMERICARD 
. -
Preserve your hard earned diploma in its 
present configuration for li-fe, the Prestige 
:p1aque way. 
1 Our research department has developed 
I 
1our product into a measure of quality by: 
' 
• not using adhesive • completely encapsulating diploma in plastic 
• ultra-violet ray filtration additive • no drop-off on edge nf document 
• no yellowing due to above processing technique 
• s~tio (semi-gloss) and matte {non-glare) finish 
See plaque samples displayed atSuite350ADMIN Bldg. Regular pricefor8%" 
x 11" diploma $14.47, include this ad for 20% discount. Send check, money 
order or C.O.D. (add $.80 for C.O.D.). Please include $1.50 for UPS and 
packaging. Plaque description: 1%" stained ·(walnut, blond (natural), oak, 
fruitwood, maple mahogany, and ebony) birch border with gold coved edged, 
1 /8" gold border around document. 
Send order to: 
Expiration date Apr. 16 for 203 discount. 
PRESTIGE PLAQUE CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
101 CENTRAL ROAD/TALLY ALLEY 
INDIAN HARBOUR BEACH, FLORIDA32937 
We are a reputable established plaque manufacturer. We provide services to many colleges 
and distributors, and have ye~ to lose a customer's document. 
,r I .__ 
"DEE'.S SANDWICH SHO~" 
'/ 
.m. OPEN SUNDAYS.· 
· across from Winn. Dixie Union Park . 273.1g10 
-IMPORT U.SE·D--
AUTO PART.S1Nc. 
E. HWY. 50, BITHLO "3'1 
1 ~~~:~, ~x~u~) ~ 
USED FOREIGN CAR PARTS DLR. v CAPRI 





s · II -IUlU ..,.,...... 
WEEKDAYS 8 A.M.-5:30 P,M., SAT.- 8 A.M. - 2 P.M. 




· April 5-9, Budweiser and ABC Radio will 
again sponsor National College Pitch In! · 
Week. 
THE RULES ARE SIMPLE: Organize 
a community improvement activity during 
the week of April 5-9, document what you 
accomplish, and $end it to Pitch In! 
THE REWARDS ARE GREAT: You get 
a cleaner community and, if you win, a 
$1000 or $500 cash award! Any number of 
groups per campus may enter. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact 
your uean of Student Activities or write 
Pitch In! Week, Dept. C, c/o ABC Radio, 
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 
N.Y.10019. 
Budweiser! 
K I N C 0 F B E E R S .; . 
PITCH IN! FOR AMERICA'S 200TH BIRTHDAY. 
ENTER NATIONAL COLLEGE PITCH IN! WEEK TODAY. 
WAYNE DENSCH. INC 
